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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF 
GREAT BRITAIN,

11, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square, London, W; 
President—Mr. Serjeant Cox.

This Society was established in February, 1875, for the pro
motion of psychological science in all its branches. Its object 
is the investigation of the forces, organic and intelligent, that 
move and direct the material mechanism of man. Communi
cations as to alleged phenomena arc invited by the Committee 
of inquiry who hold investigation sittings without subscribing 
to or recognising any particular theory or belief.

All particulars may bo obtained on application to 
FRANCIS K. MUNTON, Honorary Secretary.

Willesden, N.W,

ALLAN KARDEC (Blackwell's Translations).
THE SPIRITS’ BOOK (1858). From the 120th thousand. 
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HEAVEN AND HELL (1863). From the 60th thousand.

Price 7s. 6d. Trubner & Co., London.

SCARCE AND VALUABLE BOOKS.
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From Matter to Spirit (Mrs. De Morgan), 10s.
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red edges. Price Is.; post free Is, Id.—Spiritualist Newspaper 
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Just published, 2s. paper covers; 3s. cloth.

LIFE BEYOND THE GRAVE: described
by a Spirit through a Writing Medium.

E. W. Allen, 11, Ave Maria-lane. London. E.C.

JAMES MALTBY,
ARMY TAILOR AND ACCOUTREMENT MAKER

To Her Majesty’s Military and Naval Forces

Everything of the best quality,
At special prices to Spiritualists, to whom references can he 

given. 5 per cent for cash.
8, HANOVER PLACE, REGENT’S PARK, LONDON, N.W. 

EVERYBODY HIS OWN PRINTER.
THE “MODEL” PRINTING PRESS

Is a solf-inking one and can easily be worked by a child 
of ton.

Its Simplicity is its recommendation.
You will find it a great source of interest and recreation, 

besides saving you time and money.
Press, including Type and all accessories, from £5.

C. G-, SQUTNTANI & Co.
Snow Rooms:—a LudgateCircus Buildings,London, f.C.

Send for an illustrated pamphlet, “HOW TO PRINT,” 
containing an abridged histo’*v  of the art of printing, general 
catalogue of printing materials, specimens of type, <fcc.. <fcc. 
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BIRKBECK BANK. — Established 1851,—
29 & 30, Southampton-hulldtogs. Chancery-lane, W.OJ 

DEPOSITS received at INTEREST for stated periods or re
payable on demand. On Current Accounts. Interest allowed 
on th® minimum monthly balances. Cheque Books supplied, 
and Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.

Tho Bank undertakes the custody of Securities of Customers, 
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PEARS’ TRANSPARENT SOAP 
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Sold by Chemists and Perfumers everywhere, and by 
PEARs, 91, Great Russell-street, London._________________ _____

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—MARGARET FOX 
KANE, of the original Rochester Fox family, widow of 

Dr. Kane, the first Arctic explorer in search of Sir John 
Franklin, is staying with a friend at 2, Scarsdale Villas, Ken
sington, where she will give seances, or, when desired, will 
givo sittings elsewhere. At home from two till eight o'clock 
on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday.
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What is wanted is a certificate properly drawn up and 
signed by a few scientific men, to the effect that they 
have examined the bare grain of each ring under the 
microscope, and that the rings contain no artificial joint. 
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ivory the rings are made, and the botanist should specially 
report whether there is any abnormal grain in the wood, 
such as would be produced by slow growth round the ivory 
ring, on the principle pointed out by Sir Charles Isham.

Until this documentary evidence is forthcoming the fact 
of the interlinking will not be sufficiently well established 
for presentation as an unquestionable phenomenon to the 
outside world, nor will it till then be unreservedly accepted 
by Spiritualists. The delay in sueh authentication is 
probably due to its being vacation season, and most of the 
professors at Leipzig and St. Petersburg absent from the 
Universities.

ANIMAL INTELLIGENCE AND COMPARATIVE 
PSYCHOLOGY.*

* An evening locturo read before tlie British Association for the Advancement of Science, 
Dublin, 1878, under the presidency of Mr. William Spottiswoode, F.11,S,

BY GEORGE J. ROMANES, M.A., F.L.S.

Mr. President, My Lords, Ladies, and Gentlemen,— 
“Animal Intelligence ” is a subject which has always been of 
considerable interest to philosophical minds; but, as most 
of you are probably aware, the interest attaching to this 
subject has of late years been greatly increased by the 
significance which it has acquired in relation to the theory 
of “ Descent.” The study of “Animal Intelligence ” being 
thus, without question, fraught with high importance to the 
science of our time, in adducing before this illustrious 
assembly some of the results which that study has yielded, 
I shall endeavour to treat them in a manner purely scientific. 
I shall try, as much as possible, to avoid mere anecdote, 
except in so far as it is desirable that I should put you in 
possession of a few typical facts to illustrate the various 
principles which I shall have occasion to expound. I 
shall seek to render apparent the more important of the 
issues which the subject, as a whole, involves, as well as the 
considerations by which alone these issues can be legiti
mately settled. I shall attempt to. state my own views with 
the utmost candour; and if I shall appear to ignore any 
arguments opposed to the conclusions at which I shall 
arrive, it will only be because I believe those arguments to 
admit of easy, refutation. And, in order that my exposition 
may be sufficiently comprehensive, I shall endeavour to point 
out the relations that subsist between the intelligence of 
animals and intelligence of man. The aim and scope of 
the present lecture will therefore be to discuss, as fully as 
time permits, the facts and the principles of “ Comparative 
Psychology.”

As human intelligence is the only order of intelligence 
with which we are directly acquainted, and as it is, more
over, the highest order of intelligence known to science, we 
may most conveniently adopt it as our standard of com
parison. I shall therefore begin by briefly detailing those 
principles of human psychology which we shall afterwards 
find to be of the most essential importance in their bearings 
on the subject which I have undertaken to discuss.

When I allow my eyes to travel over this vast assembly, 
my mind receives, through their instrumentality, a countless 

number of impressions. So far as these impressions enter 
into the general stream of my consciousness, they constitute 
what are called perceptions. Suppose, now, that I were to" 
close my eyes, and to fix my attention on the memory of 
some particular perception which I had just experienced— 
say the memory of some particular face. This mental image 
of a previous perception would be what is called an idea. 
Lastly, suppose that I were to analyse a number of the faces 
which I had perceived, I should find that, although no two 
of them are exactly alike, they all bear a certain general 
resemblance to one another. Thus, from the multitude of 
faces which I now perceive, it becomes possible for my mind 
to abstract from them all the essential qualities of a face as 
a face; and such a mental abstraction of qualities would 
then constitute what I might call my abstract idea of a face 
in general, as distinguished from my concrete idea, or 
memory, of any face in particular.

Thus, then, we have three stages : 1st, that of imme
diate perception; 2nd, that of ideal representation of 
particular objects ; and, 3rd, that of a generalised concep
tion, or abstract idea, of a number of qualities which a 
whole class of objects agree in possessing. It will be con
venient to split the latter division into two subdivisions, viz., 
abstract ideas which are sufficiently simple to be developed 
without the aid of language, and abstract ■ ideas which are 
so complex as not to admit of development without the aid 
of language. As an instance of the former class of abstract 
ideas we may take the idea of food. This is aroused in our 
minds by the feeling of hunger; and while the idea when 
thus aroused is clearly quite independent of language, it is 
no less clearly what is called an abstract idea. For it is by 
no means necessary that the idea of food which is present 
to the mind should be the idea of some special kind of food; 
on the contrary, the idea is usually that of food general, and 
this idea it is which usually prompts us to seek for any kind 
of food in particular. Simple abstract ideas, therefore, may 
be formed without the assistance of language ; and for this 
reason they are comprised within what Lewes has called “the 
logic of feelings.” But abstract ideas of a more elaborated 
type can only be formed by the help of words, and are, 
therefore, comprised within what Lewes has called “ the 
logic of signs.” The manner in which language thus 
operates in the formation of highly abstract ideas is easily 
explained. Because we see that a great many objects pre
sent a certain quality in common, such as redness, we find 
it convenient to give that quality a name ; and, having done 
this, we speak of redness in the abstract, or as standing 
apart from any particular object. Our word “ redness ” then 
serves as a sign or symbol of a quality as apart from any 
particular object of which it may happen to be a quality; 
and having made this symbolical abstraction in the case of 
a simple quality, such as redness, we can afterwards com
pound it with other symbolical abstractions, and so on until 
we arrive at verbal symbols of more and more complex 
qualities, as well as qualities further and further removed 
from immediate perception. By the help of these symbols, 
therefore, we climb into higher and higher regions of abstrac
tion; by thinking in verbal signs, we think, as it were, 
with the semblance of thoughts, and by combining these 
signs in various ways, and giving the resulting compounds 
distinctive names, we are able to condense into single words, 
of signs, an enormous amount of meaning. So that, just as 
in mathematics, the symbols which are employed contain, 
in an easily manipulated form, the whole meaning of 
a long calculation, so in all other kinds of reasoning 
the symbols which we call words contain, in an ab
breviated form, vast bodies of signification. Indeed, any 
one who investigates this subject cannot fail to become 
convinced that it is wholly impossible to over estimate the 
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value of language as thus tlie handmaid of thought; for, as 
we have seen, in the absence of language it would be 
impossible for thought to rise above the very simplest of 
abstract ideas, while in the presence of language it becomes 
possible for us consciously to predicate qualities, and so at 
last to feel that we are conscious of our own consciousness.

So much, then, for our classification of ideas. We have, 
first, simple ideas, or ideas of particular perceptions ; and, 
secondly, abstract ideas, or ideas of general qualities; and 
the latter class I have subdivided into those which may be 
developed by simple feelings, and those which can only be 
developed by the aid of signs.

Now, with regard to ideas themselves, I need only add 
that they are the psychological units which compose the 
whole structure intellectual. They constitute, as it were, 
the raw material of thought, which may be elaborated by 
the faculty into various products of thought. Once formed, 
they present an essential property of occurring in con- 
tcatenated series ; so that the occurrence of one idea deter
mines that of another with which it has been previously 
joined. This principle of the association of ideas, mani
fested as it is by the ultimate units of intellectual structure, 
is by far the most important principle in psychology : it is 
the principle which renders possible all the faculties of 
mind—memory, instinct, judgment, reason, emotion, con
science, and volition.

COMl'ABATIVE PSYCHOLOGY.

We are nowin a position’to investigate the facts of Compara
tive Psychology; and, in order to do so thoroughly, I shall 
begin by considering what I may term the psychological basis 
of mind. There is no reasonable doubt that all mental pro
cesses are accompanied by nervons processes ; or, to adopt 
the convenient terms of Professor Huxley, that psychosis 
is invariably associated with neurosis. The nature of this 
association, accordingto the best lights of our present know
ledge, is probably as follows:—Nerve-tissue consists of two 
elementary parts—viz., nerve-cells and nerve-fibres. The 
nerve-cells are usually collected into aggregates, which are 
called nerve-centres, and to these nerve-centres bundles of 
nerve-fibres come and go. The incoming nerve-fibres 
serve to conduct stimuli or impressions to the cells in the 
nerve-centre; and when the cells thus receive a stimulus 
or impression, they liberate a discharge of nervous energy, 
which then courses down the out going nerve-fibres, to be 
distributed either to other nerve-centres or else to muscles. 
It is in this way that nerve-centres are able to act in har
mony with one another, and so to co-ordinate the action of 
the muscles over which they preside. This fundamental 
principle of neurosis is what physiologists call the principle 
of reflex action; and you will perceive that all it requires 
for its manifestation is an incoming nerve, a nerve-centre, 
and an outgoing nerve, which together constitute what has 
been called a nervous arc. Now there can be no reasonable 
doubt that in the complex structure of the brain one ner
vous arc is connected with another nervous arc, and this 
with anothei’ almost ad infinitum; and there can be equally 
little doubt that processes of thought are accompanied by 
nervous discharges taking place now in this arc and now in 
that one, according as the nerve-centre in each arc is excited 
to discharge its influence by receiving a discharge from some 
of the other nerve-arcs with which it is connected. Again, 
it is almost certain that the more frequently a nervous dis
charge takes place through a given group of nervous arcs, 
the more easy will it be for subsequent discharges to take 
place along the same routes—these routes having been thus 
rendered more permeable to the passage of subsequent dis
charges. So that in this physiological principle of reflex 
action we no doubt have the objective side of the psychologi
cal principle of the association of ideas. For it may be 
granted that a series of discharges taking place through the 
same group of nervous arcs will always be attended with 
the occurrence of the same series of ideas ; and it may be 
further granted that the previous passage of a series of dis
charges through any group of nervous arcs, by making the 
route more permeable, will have the effect of making sub
sequent discharges pursue the same course when started 
from the same origin. And if these two propositions be 
granted, it follows that the tendency of ideas to recur in the 

same order as that in which they have previously occurred, 
is merely a psychological expression of the physiological 
fact that lines of reflex discharge become more and more 
permeable by use. We thus see that the most fundamental 
of psychological principles—the association of ideas—is 
merely an obverse expression of the most fundamental 
neurological principles—reflex action. But here we have an 
important qualification to take into account. All reflex 
action, or neurosis, is not attended with ideation, or psychosis. 
In our own organisation, for instance, it is only cerebral 
reflexes which are so attended; and even among cerebral 
reflexes there is good reason to believe that the greater 
number of them are not accompanied by conscious ideation; 
for analysis shows that it is only those cerebral discharges 
which have taken place comparatively seldom, and the 
passage of which is therefore comparatively slow’, that are 
accompanied by any ideas,' or changes of consciousness. 
The more habitual any action becomes, the less conscious do 
we require to be of its performance; it is, as we say, per
formed automatically, or without thought. Now it is of 
great importance thus to observe that consciousness only 
emerges when cerebral reflexes are flowing along compara
tively unaccustomed channels, and therefore that cerebral 
discharges which at first were accompanied by definite ideas 
may, by frequent repetition, cease to be accompanied by any 
ideas. It is of importance to observe this fact, because it 
serves to explain the origin of a number of animal instincts. 
These instincts must originally have been of an intelligent 
nature; but the actions which they prompted, having 
through successive generations been frequently repeated, 
became at last organised into a purely mechanical reflex, and 
therefore now appear as actions which we call purely auto
matic, or blindly instinctive. Thus, for instance, the 
scraping of graminivorous birds in earth and stones was no 
doubt originally an intelligent action, performed with the 
conscious purpose of uncovering seeds; but by frequent 
repetition through successive generations the action has now 
become blindly instinctive. This is shown by the following 
experiment. Dr. Allen Thomson tells me that he hatched 
out some chickens on a carpet, where he kept them for 
several days. They showed no inclination to scrape, because 
the stimulus supplied by the carpet to the soles of their feet 
was of too novel a character to call into action the heredi
tary instinct; but when Dr. Thomson sprinkled a little 
gravel on the carpet, and so supplied tlie appropriate or 
customary stimulus, the chickens immediately began their 
scraping movements. Yet, for aught that these chickens 
can have known to the contrary, there was as good a chance 
of finding seeds in the carpet as in the thin layer of gravel. 
And numberless other cases might be given to prove that 
animals acquire instincts by frequently repeating intelligent 
actions, just as we ourselves acquire, even in our individual 
lifetime, an instinct to w’ind our watches—an instinct which 
may become so pronounced as to assert itself even when a 
man is in the profound unconsciousness of apoplectic coma.

Thus we are able to explain all the more complicated 
among animal instincts as cases of “lapsed intelligence.” 
But, on the other hand, a great many of the more simple 
instincts were probably evolved in a more simple way. 
That is to say, they have probably never been of an intelli
gent character, but have begun as merely accidental adjust
ments of the organism to its surroundings, and have then 
been laid hold upon by natural selection and developed into 
automatic reflexes. Take, for instance, the action of so- 
called “ shamming dead,” which is performed by certain 
insects and allied animals when in the presence of danger. 
That this is not a case of intelligent action we may feel quite 
sure, not only because it would be absurd to suppose that 
insects could have any such highly abstract ideas as those of 
death and its conscious simulation, but also because Mr. 
Darwin tells me that he once made a number of observations 
on this subject, and in no case did he find that the attitude 
in which the animal shammed dead resembled that in which 
the animal really died. All, therefore, that “shamming 
dead” amounts to is an instinct to remain motionless, and 
therefore inconspicuous, in the presence of enemies; and it 
is easy to see that this instinct may have been developed by 
natural selection without ever having been of an intelligent 
nature—those individuals which were least inclined to run
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away from enemies being preserved rather than those which 
rendered themselves conspicuous by movement.

So that we thus see how animal instincts may arise in 
either of two different ways ; for, on the one hand, they may 
arise from the performance of actions which were originally 
intelligent, but which by frequent repetition have become 
automatic; and, on the other hand, they may arise from 
survival of the fittest preserving actions which, although 
never intelligent, yet happen to have been of benefit to 
the animals which first chanced to perform them. But now 
let it be observed that although there is a great difference 
between these two kinds of instincts, if regarded psycholo
gically, there is no difference between them if regarded 
physiologically; for, regarded physiologically, both kinds of 
instincts are merely expressions of the fact that particular 
nerve-cells and fibres have been set apart to perform their 
reflexes automatically—that is, without being accompanied 
by intelligence.

THE IDEAS OF INSECTS.

So much, then, for what I have called the physiological 
basis of mind. Passing on now to our review of “ Com
parative Psychology,” the first animals in which, so far as I 
can ascertain, we may be quite sure that reflex action is 
accompanied by ideation, arc the insects. For Mr. Darwin 
has observed that bees remember the position of flowers 
which they have only several times visited, even though the 
flowers be concealed by intervening houses, &c. Sir John 
Lubbock also has shown that, after a very fen individual 
experiences, bees are able to establish a definite association 
between particular colours on paper and food; and further 
that, after a very few lessons, a bee may be taught to find 
its way out of a glass jar. These observations would seem 
to prove that the grade of intelligence is higher in some 
articulata than it is among the lower vertebrata. For many 
of you will probably remember the experiment of Professor 
Mobius, which proved that a pike requires three months to 
establish an association of ideas between particular kinds of 
prey and the fact of their being protected by an invisible 
wall. This fact was proved by the pike repeatedly dashing 
its nose against a glass partition in its tank in fruitless 
efforts to catch minnows which were confined on the other 
side of the partition. At the end of three months, however, 
the requisite association was established, and the pike having 
learned that its efforts were of no use, ceased to continue 
them. The sheet of glass was then removed; but the now 
firmly established association of ideas never seems to have 
become disestablished, for the pike never afterwards attacked 
the minnows, though it fed voraciously on all other kinds of 
fish. From which we see that a pike is very slow in form
ing his ideas, and no less slow in again unforming them— 
thus resembling many respectable members of a higher 
community, who spend one half of their lives in assimilating 
the obsolete ideas of their forefathers, and through the other 
half of their lives stick to these ideas as to the only possible 
truths; they can never learn when the hand of science has 
removed a glass partition.

As regards the association of ideas by the higher verte- 
brated animals, it is only necessary to say that in all these 
animals, as in ourselves, this principle of association is the 
fundamental principle of their psychology; that in the 
more intelligent animals associations are quickly formed, 
and when once formed are very persistent; and, in general, 
that so far as animal ideation goes, the laws to which it is 
subject are identical with those under which our own 
ideation is performed.
THE IDEAS AND EMOTIONS OF TIIE VERTEBRATA—A DOG’S HORROR OF TIIE 

SUPPOSED “ SUPERNATURAL.”

Let us, then, next ask, How far does animal ideation go ? 
The answer is most simple, although it is usually given in a 
most erroneous form. It is usually said that animals do not 
possess the faculty of abstraction, and therefore that the dis
tinction between animal intelligence and human intelligence 
consists in this—that animals are not able to form abstract 
ideas. But this statement is most erroneous. You will re
member the distinction which I previously laid down 
between abstract ideas that may be developed by simple 
feelings, such as hunger, and abstract ideas that can only be 
developed by the aid of language. Well, remembering this 
distinction, we shall find that the only difference between

i
 animal intelligence and human intelligence consists in this 

—that animal intelligence is unable to elaborate that class 
of abstract ideas, the formation of which depends on the 
faculty of speech. In other words, animals are quite as 
able to form abstract ideas as we are, if under abstract 
ideas we include general ideas of qualities which are 
so far simple as not to require to be fixed in our thoughts 
by names. For instance, if I see a fox prowling about a 
farmyard, I cannot doubt that he has been led by hunger 
to visit a place where he has a general idea that a number 
of good things are to be fallen in with, just as I my
self am led by a similar impulse to visit a restaurant. And, 
to take only one other instance, there can be no question 
that animals have a generalised conception of cause and 
effect. For example, I had a setter dog which was greatly 
afraid of thunder. One day a number of apples were being 
shot upon the wooden floor of an apple-room, and as each 
bag of apples was shot it produced through the rest of the 
house a noise resembling that of distant thunder. My dog 
became terror-stricken at the sound ; but as soon as I brought 
him to the apple-room and showed him the true cause of the 
noise, he became again buoyant and cheerful as usual.

Another dog which I had used to play at tossing dry bones
| to give them the appearance of life. As an experiment, I 

one day attached a fine thread to a dry bone before giving 
him the latter to play with : and after he had tossed the 
bone about for a while as usual, I stood a long way off and 
slowly began to draw it away from him: so soon as he per
ceived that the bone was really moving on its own account 
his whole demeanour changed, and rushing under a sofa he 
waited horror-stricken to watch the uncanny spectacle of a 
dry bone coming to life. I have also greatly frightened this 
dog by blowing soap-bubbles along the floor; one of these 
he summoned courage enough to touch with his paw, but as 
soon as it vanished he ran out of the room terrified at so 
mysterious a disappearance. Lastly, I have put this dog into

I a paroxysm of fear by taking him into a room aloneandsilently 
making a series of horrible grimaces. Although I had never 
in my life hurt this dog, he became greatly frightened at my 
unusual behaviour, which so seriously conflicted with his 
general idea of uniformity in matters psychological. And I 
could give numberless other instances of the formation by 
animals of general conceptions, or abstract ideas.

JUDGMENT AND BEASON OF ANIMALS.

i Of course in thus claiming for animals the power of form
ing general conceptions, I mean only such general conceptions 
as can be arrived at by the logic of feelings. So far, then, 
as the logic of feelings can carry them, I maintain that the

) intellectual operations of animals are indistinguishable from 
those of ourselves. Having thus shown that animals possess 
the faculty of abstraction, I shall now go on to show that 

i they possess the faculties both of judgment and of reason, 
h My friend Dr. Rea, the well-known traveller and naturalist, 

knew a dog in Orkney which used to accompany his master 
to church on alternate Sundays. To do so he had to swim a

( channel about a mile wide ; and before taking to the water 
i he used to run about a mile to the north when the tide was 

flowing, and a nearly equal distance to the south when the 
tide was ebbing, “ almost invariably calculating his distance

J so well that he landed at the nearest point to the church.” 
! In his letter to me, Dr. Rea continues, “ How the dog 

managed to calculate the strength of the. spring and neap 
tides at their various rates of speed, and always to swim at 
the proper angle, is most surprising.”

I So much, then, for judgment. For some good instances 
?| of reasoning in animals I am also indebted to Dr. Rea.

I Desiring to obtain some Arctic foxes he set various kinds of 
(I traps; but, as the foxes knew these traps from previous 

experience, he was unsuccessful. Accordingly he set a kind 
ij of trap with which the.foxes in that part of the country were 
(;■ not acquainted. This consisted of a loaded gun set upon a 

! stand pointing at the bait. A string connected the trigger 
j of the gun with the bait, so that when the fox seized the bait 

(i he discharged the gun, and thus committed suicide. In this 
Si arrangement the gun was separated from the bait by a

| distance of about 30 yards, and the string which connected 
I the trigger with the bait was concealed throughout nearly its 

whole distance in the snow. The gun-trap thus set waij
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successful in killing one fox, but never in killing a second ; 
for the foxes afterwards adopted either of two devices whereby 
to secure the bait without injuring themselves. One of these 
devices was to bite through the string at its exposed part 
near the trigger, and the other device was to burrow up to 
the bait through the snow at right angles to the line of fire, 
so that, although in this way they discharged the gun, they 
escaped with perhaps only a pellet or two in the nose. Now 
both of these devices exhibited a wonderful degree of what 
I think must fairly be called power of reasoning. I have 
carefully interrogated Dr. Rea on all the circumstances of 
the case, and he tells me that in that part of the world traps 
are never set with strings : so that there can have been no 
special association in the fox’s mind between strings and 
traps. Moreover, after the death of fox number one, the 
track on the snow showed that fox number two, notwith
standing the temptation offered by the bait, had expended a 
great deal of scientific observation on the gun before he under
took to sever the cord. Lastly, with regard to burrowing at 
right angles to the line of fire, Dr. Rea justly deemed this 
so extraordinary a circumstance, that he repeated the 
experiment a number of times, in order to satisfy himself 
that the direction of the burrowing was really to be attributed 
to thought and not to chance.

THE EStOTIONAI, LIFE OF ANIMAT.S.

I could give several other unequivocal instances of reason
ing on the part of animals which I have myself observed; 
but time does not permit of my stating them. Passing on, 
therefore, to the emotional life of animals, we find that this 
is very slightly, if at all, developed in the lower orders, but 
remarkably well developed in the higher; that is t® say, the 
emotions are vivid and easily excited, although they are 
shallow and evanescent. They thus differ from those of 
most civilised men in being more readily aroused and more 
impetuous while they last, though leaving behind them but 
little trace of their occurrence. As regards the particular 
emotions which occur among the higher animals, I can 
affirm, from mysown observations, that all the following give 
unmistakable tokens of their presence:—Fear, affection, 
passionateness, pugnacity, jealousy, sympathy, pride, re
verence, emulation, shame, hate, curiosity, revenge, cruelty, 
emotion of the ludicrous, and emotion of the beautiful. 
Now this list includes nearly all the human emotions, except 
those which refer to religion and to the perception of the 
sublime. These, of course, are necessarily absent in animals, 
because they depend upon ideas of too abstract a nature to 
be reached by the mind when unaided by the logic of signs. 
Time prevents me from here detailing any of my observa
tions or experiments with regard to the emotional life of 
animals, so I will pass on at once to the faculty of Conscience.. 
Of course the moral sense as it occurs in ourselves involves 
ideas of high abstraction, so that in animals we cans only 
expect to meet with a moral sense in a very rudimentary 
form ; and, therefore, even if it is true that no indications, 
of such a sense are to be met with in animals, the fact would 
not establish any difference in kind between animal intelli
gence and human. But I am inclined to believe that in 
highly intelligent, highly sympathetic, and tolerably well- 
treated animals, the germs of a moral sense become 
apparent. To give two instances. I once shut up a Skye 
terrier in a room by himself while I went to a friend’s house. 
The dog must have been thrown into a violent passion at 
being left behind, for when I returned I found that he had | 
torn the window-curtains to shreds. He was in great joy at 
seeing me; but as soon as I picked up one of the torn 
shreds of the curtains the animal gave a howl and ran 
screaming up the staircase. Now this dog was never 
chastised in his life, so that I can only explain his conduct 
as an expression of the remorse which he suifered at having 
done in a passion what he knew would cause me annoyance. 
So far as I can interpret the facts, his sympathetic affection 
for me, coupled with the memory of his misdeeds, created j 
in his mind a genuine feeling of repentance. j

The other instance I have to narrate occurred with the 
same terrier. Only once in his life was he ever known to- 
steal; and on this occasion, when very hungry, he took a- 
cutlet from a table and carried it under a sofa. I saw him 
perform this act of larceny, but pretended not to have done 

so, and for a number of minutes he remained under the 
sofa with his feelings of hunger struggling against his 
feelings of duty. At last the latter triumphed; for he 
brought the stolen cutlet and laid it at my feet. Immedi
ately after doing so he again ran under the sofa, and from 
this retreat no coaxing could draw him. Moreover, when I 
patted his head he turned away his face in a ludicrously 
conscience-stricken manner. Now I regard this instance as 
particularly valuable from the fact that the terrier in ques
tion had never been beaten, and hence that it cannot have 
been fear of bodily pain which prompted these actions. On 
the whole, therefore, I can only suppose that we have in 
these actions evidence of as high a development of the1 
ethical faculty as is attainable by the logic of feelings when, 
unassisted by the logic of signs—that is to say, a grade very 
nearly, if not quite, as high as that with which we meet in 
low savages, young ehildren, many idiots, and uneducated 
deaf-mutes.

This allusion to savages, ehildren, idiots, and deaf mutes, 
leads me to the next division of my subject.

THE INTELLECT OF THE HIGHER ANIMALS COMPARED ’WITH THE STUPIDITY 

OF THE LOWER SAVAGES.

St. George Mivart has said that an interesting book might 
be written on the stupidity of animals. I am inclined to think 
that a still more interesting book might be written on the 
stupidity of savages. For it is a matter of not the least interest 
how much stupidity any number of animals may present, so 
long as some animals present sufficient sagacity to supply data 
for the general theory of evolution ; while, on the other 
hand, it is of the utmost importance for the science of this 
century to ascertain the lowest depths in which the mind of 
man is known to exist as human. Now there is no doubt 
that the interval which separates the most degraded savage 
from the most intelligent animal is, psychologically con
sidered, enormous ; but, enormous as it is, I cannot see any 
evidence to show that the gulf may not have been bridged 
over during the countless ages of the past. Abstract ideas 
among savages are mostly confined to such as may be formed 
by the logic of feelings; so that, for instance, according- to 
the observations and the judgment of Mr. Francis Galton, 
the ideas of number which are presented by the lowest 
savages are certainly in no degree superior to those which 
are presented by the higher animals. Such ideas as savages 
possess seem to be mainly those which, as in animals, are 
due to special associations. On this account there is in 
them, as in animals, a remarkable tendency to act in accord
ance with performed habits, rather than to strike out 
improved modes of action. On this account, also, there is,, 
as in animals, a strong tendency to imitation as distinguished' 
from origination. Again, as in animals, so in savages, the< 
reflective power is of an extremely undeveloped character,, 
and quite incapable of sustained application. And, lastly,, 
the emotions of savages, as of animals, are vivid, although,, 
as contrasted with the emotions of civilised man, they are 
in a marked degree more fitful, impetuous, shallow, and 
transitory. So that altogether I think the lowest savages; 
supply us with a most valuable transition stage between 
mind as we know it ourselves, and mind as we see it mani
fested by the higher animals.

INFANT PSYCHOLOGY.

With regard to children, it is to be expected, on the 
general theory of evolution by inheritance, that if we were 
attentively to study the order in which their mental faculties 
develop, we should find that the historical sequence is, as it 
were, a eondensed epitome of the order in which these 
faculties were developed during the evolution of the human, 
species. And this expectation is fairly well realised. Very 
young children present only those lower faculties of mind 
which in animals we call instincts. With advancing age, 
the first indication of true intelligence seems to consist in 
the power of forming special associations. . Memory thus 
appears early in life ; and long before a child is able to 
speak, it links together in thought ideas of objects which it 
finds to be associated in fact. Again, the emotions begin 
to assert their presence at a very early period, and attain a 
high degree of development before any of the character
istically human faculties can be said to have appeared. 
Moreover, in young children we meet with nearly all the
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emotions which I have named as occurring in animals, and 
their general character is much of the same kind. In more 
advanced childhood the emotional life of children more re
sembles that of savages. With regard to the more purely 
intellectual faculties, language is largely intelligible to a 
child long before it is itself able to articulate; but soon 
after it is able to articulate, the faculty of abstracting 
qualities and classifying objects by the aid of signs begins 
its course of development. Thus, for instance, I have lately 
seen a child who belongs to one of the best of living 
observers, and who is just beginning to speak. This child 
called a duck “ quack,” and by special association it also 
called water “ quack.” By an appreciation of the re
semblance of qualities, it next extended the term “ quack ” 
to denote all birds and insects on the one hand, and all fluid 
substances on the other. Lastly, by a still more delicate 
appreciation of resemblance, the child eventually called all 
coins “ quack,” because on the back of a French sou it had 
once seen the representation of an eagle. Hence to this 
child the sign “ quack,” from having originally had a very 
specialised meaning, became more and more extended in its 
signification, until it now serves to designate such apparently 
different objects as “fly,” “wine,” and “shilling.” And 
as in this process we have the initiation of the logic of 
signs, so we have in it the potentiality of the most abstract 
thought. Accordingly, soon after a child begins to speak, 
we find that reason of a properly human kind begins to be 
developed.

Upon the whole, then, the study of infant psychology 
yields just the kind of results which the general theory of 
evolution would lead us to expect. But in comparing the 
intelligence of a young child with that of an adult animal 
we are met with this difficulty—that as the bodily powers of 
children at so immature an age are so insufficiently de
veloped, the mind is not able, as in the case of animals, to 
accumulate experiences of life. In order, therefore, to obtain 
a fair parallel, we should require a human being whose mental 
powers have become arrested in their development at an early 
age, while the bodily powers have continued to develop to 
mature age, so serving to supply the aborted human intelli
gence with full experiences of life. Now, the nearest ap
proach that we have to these conditions is to be found in 
the case of idiots. Accordingly, in anticipation of this lec
ture, I have sent a table of questions to all the leading 
authorities on idiocy, and the answers which I have obtained 
display a very substantial agreement. Through the kind
ness of those gentlemen I have also been able to examine 
personally a number of the patients who are under their 
charge. In particular I have to express my obligations to 
Drs. Beech, Crichton Browne, Langdon Down, Ireland, 
Maudsley, Savage, and Shuttleworth. On the present 
occasion I can only pause to state the leading facts which 
have been elicited by this inquiry.

TIIB PSYCHOLOGY OF IDIOCY.

As there are all degrees of idiocy, the object of my inquiry 
was to determine the order in which the various mental 
faculties become enfeebled and disappear as we descend from 
the higher to the lower grades of imbecility. On the general 
theory of evolution we should expect that in such a descend
ing scale the characteristically human, or the more recently 
developed, faculties should be first to disappear, while those 
faculties which man shares with the lower animals should 
be more persistent. And this expectation I have found to be 
fairly well realised. Beginning from below, the first dawn of 
intelligence in the ascending scale of idiots, as in the 
ascending scale of animals, is invariably to be found in the 
power of associating simple concrete ideas. Thus there are 
few idiots so destitute of intelligence that the appearance of 
food does not arouse in their mind the idea of eating; and, 
as we ascend in the scale idiotic, we find the principle of 
association progressively extending its influence, so that the 
mind is able, not only t) establish a greater and greater 
number of special associations, but also to retain those 
associations with an ever-increasing power of memory. In 
the case of the higher idiots, as in the case of the higher 
animals, it is surprising in how considerable a degree the 
faculty of special association is developed, notwithstanding 
the dwarfed condition of all the higher faculties. Thus, to- 

instance, it is not a difficult matter to teach a clever idiot 
to play dominoes, m the same way as a clever dog has been 
taught to play dominoes, viz., by teaching special associa
tions between the optical appearance of the facets which the 
game requires to be brought together. But ^the idiot may 
be quite as unable as the dog to play at any game which 
involves the understanding of a simple rationale, such, for 
instance, as draughts. And similarly many of the higher 
idiots have been taught to recognise, by special association, 
the time on a watch; but it is remarkable that the high 
power of forming special associations which this fact implies 
occurs in the same minds which are unable to perform so 
simple a calculation as this :—If it is ten minutes to three, 
how many minutes is it past two ? Thus, it will be seen 
that among idiots as among animals, the faculty of formino- 
spccial associations between concrete ideas attains a com
paratively high degree of development. Let us then next 
turn to the faculties of abstraction and reason. Prepared 
as I was to expect these faculties to be the most deficient, 
I have been greatly surprised at the degree in which they 
are so. As regards the power of forming abstract ideas which 
depend on the logic of signs, it is only among the very 
highest class of idiots that any such power is apparent at 
all; and even here it is astonishing in how very small a 
degree this power is exhibited. There seems, for instance, 
to be an almost total absence of right or wrong as such ; so 
that the faculty of conscience, properly so called, can rarely 
be said to be present. Most of the higher idiots, indeed, 
experience a feeling of remorse on offending the sympathies 
of those whom they love, just as did my dog on tearing the 
window-curtains; but I have been able to obtain very little 
evidence of any true idiot whose action is prompted by any 
idea of right and wrong in the abstract, or as apart from the 
idea of approbation and disapprobation of those whose good 
feeling lie values.

Again, the faculty of reason is dwarfed to the utmost—• 
so much so that the investigator is most of all astonished 
at the poverty of rational power which may be displayed by 
a human mind that in most other respects seems well 
developed. I can only wait to give you one example, but 
it may be taken as typical. A boy fourteen years of age, 
belonging to the highest class of undoubted idiots, could 
scarcely be called feeble-minded as regards many of his 
faculties. Thus, for instance, his powers of memory were 
above the average, so that he had no difficulty in learning 
Latin, French, &c. Moreover, he could tell you by mental 
calculation the product of two numbers into two numbers, 
such as 35 by 35, or of one number into three numbers, 
such as the number of days in nine years. His powers of 
mental calculation were, therefore, quite equal to those of 
any average boy of his age. Yet he was not able to answer 
any question that involved the simplest act of reason. Thus, 
when I asked him, how many sixpences there are in a 
sovereign, he was quite unable to answer. Although he knew 
that there are two sixpences in a shilling, and twenty 
shillings in a sovereign, and could immediately have said that 
twice twenty are forty, yet he could not perform the 
simple act of inference which the question involved. 
Again, I asked him, if he could buy oranges at a 
farthing each, how many could he buy for twopence ? He 
thought long and hard, saying, “ I know that four farthings 
make a penny, and the oranges cost a farthing each ; then 
how many could I buy for twopence ? Ah! that’s the 
question, and there’s just the puzzle.” Nor was he able by 
the utmost effort to solve the puzzle. This boy had a very 
just appreciation of his own psychological character. Alluding 
to his powers of forming special associations and retaining 
them in his excellent memory, he observed, “ Once put any
thing into my head and you don’t get it out again very 
easily ; but there’s no use in asking me to do puzzles.”

Lastly, the emotional life of all the higher idiots, as of all 
the higher animals, is remarkably vivid as compared with 
their intellectual life. All the emotions are present (except 
perhaps that of the sublime and the religious emotions), 
and they occur for the most part in the same order as to 
strength as that which I have already named in the case of 
animals. But, more than this, just as in animals, children, 
and savages, so in idiots, the emotions, although vivid and 
keen, are not profound. A trivial event will make the higher
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idiots laugh or cry, and it is easy to hurt their feelings with 
a slight offence ; hut the death of a dear relative is very soon 
forgotten, while the stronger passions, such as Love, Hate, 
Ambition, &c., do not occur with that force and persistency 
which properly entitle them to be called by these names.

Upon the whole, then, with regard to idiots, it may be 
said that we have in them a natural experiment wherein the . 
development of a human mind is arrested at some particular 
stage, while the body is allowed to continue its growth. 
Therefore, by arranging idiots in a descending grade, we 
obtain, as it were, an inclined plane of human intelligence, 
which indicates the probable order in which the human 
faculties have appeared during the ■ history of their develop
ment ; and on examining this inclined plane of human 
intelligence, we find that it runs suggestively parallel with 
the inclined plane of animal intelligence, as we descend from 
the higher to the lower form of psychical life.

ME MENTAL CONDITION OF UNEDUCATED DEAF MUTES.

I have only time to treat of one other branch of my 
subject. Believing, as I have said, that language, or the 
logic of signs, plays so essential a part in developing the 
higher intellectual life of man, it occurred to me that a 
valuable test of the truth of this view was to be found in the 
mental condition of uneducated deaf-mutes. It often 
happens that deaf and dumb children of poor parents are so 
far neglected that they are never taught finger language, or 
any other system of signs, whereby to converse with their 
fellow creatures. The consequence, of course, is that these 
Unfortunate children grow up in a state of intellectual 
isolation, which is almost as complete as that of any of the 
lower animals. How when such a child grows up and falls 
into the hands of some competent teacher, it may of course 
be educated, and is then in a position to record its experiences 
when in its state of intellectual isolation. I have therefore 
obtained all the evidence I can as to the mental condition of 
such persons, and I find that their testimony is perfectly 
uniform. In the absence of language, the mind is able to 
think in the logic of feelings, but can never rise to 
any ideas of higher abstraction than those which the 
logic of feelings supplies. The uneducated deaf-mutes 
have the same notions of right and wrong, cause 
and effect, and so on, as we have already seen that animals 
and idiots possess. They always think in the most concrete 
forms, as shown by their telling us when educated that so 
long as they were uneducated they always thought in pictures. 
Moreover, that they cannot attain to ideas of even the lowest 
degree of abstraction, is shown by the fact that in no one . 
instance have I been able to find evidence of a deaf-mute who, 
prior to education, had evolved for himself any form of 
supernaturalism. And this, I think, is remarkable, not only 
because we might fairly suppose that some rude form of 
fetishism, or ghost-worship, would not be too abstract a 
system for the unaided mind of a civilised man to elaborate, 
but also because the mind in this case is not wholly unaided. 
On the contrary, the friends of the deaf-mute usually do 
their utmost to communicate to his mind some idea of what
ever form of religion they may happen to possess. Yet it 
is uniformly found that, in the absence of language, no idea 
of this kind can be communicated. For instance, the Rev. S. 
Smith tells me that one of his pupils, previous to education, 
supposed the Bihle to have been printed by a printing-press 
in the sky, which was worked by printers of enormous 
strength—this being the only interpretation the deaf-mute 
could assign to the gestures whereby his parents sought to 
make him understand that they believed the Bible to contain 
a revelation from a Clod of power who lives in heaven. 
Similarly, Mr. Graham Bell informs me of another, though 
similar case, in which the deaf-mute supposed the object of 
going to church to be that of doing obeisance to the clergy.

On the whole, then, from the mental condition of un
educated deaf-mutes we learn the important lesson that, in 
the absence of language, the mind of a man is almost on a 
level with the mind of a brute in respect of its power of 
forming abstract ideas. So that all our lines of evidence 
converge to one conclusion. The only difference which 
analysis can show to obtain between the mind of man and 
the mind of the lower animals consists in this, that the mind of 
man has been able to develop the germ of rational thought 

which is undeveloped in the mind of animals, and that the 
development of this germ has been due to the power of 
abstraction which is rendered possible by the faculty of 
speech. I have, therefore, no hesitation in giving it as my 
opinion that the faculty of speech is alone the ultimate 
source of that enormous difference which now obtains 
between the mind of man and the mind of the lower 
animals. Is this source of difference adequate to dis
tinguish the mind of man from the mind of lower animals 
in kind ? I leave you all to answer this question for your
selves. I am satisfied with my work if I have made it clear 
to you that the question whether human intelligence differs 
from animal intelligence in kind or in degree, hinges entirely 
on the question whether the faculty of speech has been of an 
origin natural or supernatural. Still, to be candid, when 
the question occurs to me—Seeing that language is of such 
prodigious importance as a psychological instrument, does 
not the presence of language serve to distinguish us in kind 
from all other forms of life ? How is it that no mere brute 
has ever learned to communicate with its fellows by words ? 
Why has man alone of animals been gifted with the Logos ? 
I say when this question occurs to me, I feel that although 
from the absence of pre-historical knowledge I am not able 
to answer it, still when I reflect on the delicacy of the con
ditions which, on the naturalistic hypotheses, must first 
have led to the beginning of articulate language—conditions 
not only anatomical and physiological, butyilso psychological 
and sociological—when I thus reflect, I cease to wonder that 
the complicated faculty of speech should only have become 
developed in Homo sapiens.

THE DAWN OF THE SCIENCE OF PSYCHOLOGY.

Ladies and gentlemen, I have now given you an organised 
epitome of the leading results which have been obtained by 
a study of the facts and the principles of Comparative 
Psychology; and as in doing so I have chiefly sought to 
address those among you who are interested in science, 
I fear that to some of you I must in many places have been 
very hard to follow. But as a general outcome of the whole 
lecture—as the great vivifying principle by which all the 
facts are more or less connected, and made to spring into a 
living body of philosophic truth—I will ask you to retain in 
your memories one cardinal conclusion. We are living in a 
generation which has witnessed a revolution of thought un
paralleled in the history of our race. I do not merely 
allude to the fact that this is a generation in which all the 
sciences, without exception, have made a leap of progress 
such as widely to surpass all previous eras of intellectual 
activity; but I allude to the fact that in the special science 
of Biology it has been reserved for us to see the first rational 
enunciation, the first practical demonstration, and the first 
universal acceptance of the doctrine of Evolution. And I 
allude to this fact as to a fact of unparalleled importance in 
the history of thought, not only because I know how com
pletely it has transformed the study of Life from a mere 
grouping of disconnected observations to a rational tracing 
of fundamental principles, but also because it is now plainly 
to be foreseen that what the Philosophy of Evolution has 
already accomplished is but an earnest of what it is destined 
to achieve. We know the results which have followed in the 
science of Astronomy by the mathematical proof of the law 
of gravitation; and can we doubt that even more important 
results will follow in the much more complex science of 
Biology from the practical proof of the law of Evolution ? 
I, aa leaas, can entertain no doutit on tins head; and foraa- 
much as this enormous change in our means of knowledge 
and our modes of thought has been so largely due to the 
almost unaided labours of a single man, I do not hesitate to 
say, even before so critical an audience as this, that in all 
the history of science terre is no single name worthy of a 
veneration more profound than the now immortal name of 
Charles Darwin. -

Do you ask me why I close this lecture with such a 
panegyric on the Philosophy of Evolution? My answer is 
—If we have found that in the study of Life the theory of 
Dr-arnt is the keynote by which all the facts of our science 
are brought into harmonious relation, we cannot doubt that 
in our study of Mind the theory pf Descent must be of an 
importance no less fundamental. And, indeed, even in this 
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our time, which is marked by the first opening dawn of the Aj 
science of Psychology, we have to look with eyes un- ! ; 
prejudiced to see that the Philosophy of Evolution is here j; 
like a rising Sun of Truth, eclipsing all .the lesser lights of ] j 
previous philosophies, dispelling superstitions like vapours j 
born of darkness, and revealing to our gladdened gaze the 
wonders of a world till now unseen. So that the cardinal 
conclusion which I desire you to take away, and to retain in 
your memories long after all the lesser features of this dis
course shall have faded from your thoughts, is the con- j 
elusion that Mind is everywhere one; and that the study of 
Comparative Psychology, no less than the study of Com
parative Anatomy, has hitherto yielded results in full 
agreement with that great transformation in our view of J 
things, which, as I have said, is without a parallel in the A 
history of thought, and which it has been the great, the 
individual glory of this age and nation to achieve.

HATE MOIRE DEVELOPED THAN LOVE AMONG ANTS.*  j
BY SIR JOHN LUBBOCK, BART., M.P. I (

One of the most surprising points connected with ants is / 
that while those in one nest never appear to quarrel—at 
least, I have never seen a dispute—every stranger is, in some 
kinds at least, regarded as an enemy, even when belonging j 
to the same species. For instance, in our common black j 
ant (F. jUisca), if an ant of the same species, but belong
ing to another community, is introduced into the nest, she 
is at once regarded as a stranger and attacked. Nay, not 
only are all the ants in a nest thus known to one another, 
but they are remembered, even after a long separation. 
Huber tells us that some ants which he kept separate for 
four months, and then brought together again, recognised 
one another with every sign of joy; but he did not repeat 
the experiment, and in such matters it is not safe to argue i 
from a single observation. Moreover, M. Forel, who has 
devoted years to the study of ants, tells us that the actions I 
which Huber supposed to be marks of joy and affection j 
were, on the contrary, signs of fear and hatred.

Under these circumstances I determined to repeat Huber’s j 
experiment, though in a different manner. I separated one j 
of my nests into two halves, and then, after some months, i 
put some of the ants back among their old friends. I have , 
already mentioned that a stranger from another nest thus ; 
introduced was invariably dragged out or killed. And here, | 
let me say, that though this species also drags its own ! j 
friends about under certain circumstances, there is no mis- I j 
taking whether the ant thus treated is a friend or an enemy. : ; 
If a F.fasca wishes to carry away a friend, say to a place of i | 
security, she seizes her by the mandibles, and the other ant j j 
then rolls herself into a ball, and is thus carried. On the j 
contrary, if the ants are enemies the one seizes the other by 
a leg or an antenna. The ant thus treated would, on neutral 
ground, show fight, but if she is in a strange nest, she 
makes no resistance. Another mode by which the treat
ment of the friends differed from that of strangers was 
nearly equally clear. In order to be able to distinguish the : 
ants introduced into the nest, I marked them with a spot of j j 
paint. Now, in the case of a friend, the ants generally ’ j 
removed the paint, while in that of an enemy they seldom ! 
did so. Last, the conduct of the ant introduced into the , 
nest was also very different in the two cases. The friend ' I 
joined her old companions, though I never could see any , 
signs of those long conversations which might have been L 
expected in intelligent beings after a long separation. On ' 
the contrary, a stranger introduced into a different nest . 
avoided the other ants, ran uneasily about, and escaped : 
from the nest as soon as possible. The differences, there- : j 
fore, were very marked, and without troubling you with the . 
details, I found, to my great surprise, that even after a year \ ; 
of separation, an ant restored to her old companions was f 
obviously recognised, and treated as a friend ; perhaps, how
ever, I ought rather to say as an “ acquaintance;” for , 
though they certainly hated their enemies, I could not satisfy i 1 j 
myself that they loved their friends. For instance, I took ’ ' 
six ants from one of my nests, put them into a small bottle, ; i 
tied a bit of muslin over the mouth, and put it close to the j

* A portion of a . paper read last Friday, before a department of Section D of the • [1 
British Association for the Advancement of Science. Dublin, 1878. i • 

nest, but I regret to say that, as far as I could observe, the 
ants did not take the slightest notice of their imprisoned 
sisters.

Perhaps I shall be told that this experiment was not to 
the point, because in nature ants would never find their 
friends imprisoned in glass bottles with muslin over the 
mouth. I therefore took three strange ants from another 
nest, and treated them in the same way. The difference 
was most marked. A number of ants came out in a great 
state of indignation, and worked without intermission for 
hours, until they had bitten through the muslin and driven 
the strangers away. It would seem, therefore, that they 
hate their enemies much more than they love their friends.

It would be interesting to know how ants thus distinguish 
their friends. Several modes might be suggested. It might 
be by smell, or by some sign, or by actual recognition. I 
made some experiments, therefore, to see whether ants 
would recognise their friends when they were insensible, and 
therefore incapable of giving any sign. Firstly, I used 
chloroform. But this did not answer. The ants did not 
return to consciousness. They were practically, and were 
treated as, dead ants. I then tried intoxication. Close to 
where a number of my ants (d. JOwus) were feeding I placed 
55 intoxicated ants—25 from the same, 30 from a different 
nest. I have already mentioned that most of my ants were 
prevented from roaming beyond the limits assigned to them 
by a moat. Now of these intoxicated ants, 20 of the friends 
were carried back into the nest, where they probably slept 
off the effects of the spirit; while of the strangers 28 were 
picked up and thrown into the water. I should mention 
that the power of recognition, under these circumstances, 
was not perfect, because five of the friends were thrown into 
the water. It may be, however, that these fell into the 
hands of stern teetotallers ; and at any rate the numbers 
seem to prove that ants can distinguish friends from 
strangers, even when they are insensible.

# * # # # #

I have made a number of experiments as regards the senses 
of ants, with which I will not trouble the section. I may, 
however, observe that their sense of smell is very delicate, 
though much more so I believe in some species than in 
others. As regards sight, I have been able to satisfy myself 
that they are capable of distinguishing colour; that they 
are, for instance, very sensitive to violet. On the contrary,
I have never observed any proof that they are capable of 
hearing. To ascertain if possible whether ants have the 
power of summoning one another by sound, I tried the 
following experiments. I put out on the board where 
one of my nests of Lasius Flavous was usually fed, six 
small pillars of wood, about 1| inches high, and on one of 
them I put some honey. A number of ants were wandering 
about on the board itself in search of food, and the nest 
itself was immediately above, about 12 inches from the 
board. I then put three ants to the honey, and when each 
had sufficiently fed, I imprisoned her and put another; thus 
always keeping three ants at the honey, but not allowing 
them to go home. If, then, they could summon their 
friends by sound, there ought soon to be many ants at the 
honey. The results were as follow : Sept. 8th, began at
II a.m. ; up to three o’clock only seven ants found their 
way to the honey, while about as many ran up the other 
pillars. The arrival of these seven, therefore, was not more 
than would naturally result from the . numbers running about 
close by. At three we allowed the ants then on the honey 
to return home. The result was that from 3.6, when the 
first went home, to 3.30, 11 came; from 3,30 to 4, no 
less than 43. Thus, in four hours, only seven came; while 
it was obvious that many would have wished to come if 
they had known about the honey, because in the next three- 
quarters of an hour, when they were informed of it, 54 
came. On the 10th Sept, we tried the same again, keeping,’ 
as above, three ants on the honey, but not allowing any to 
go home. From 12 to 5.30, only eight came. They were 
then allowed to take the news. From 5.30 to 6, four came ; 
from 6 to 6.30, four; from 6.30 to 7, eight ; from 7.30 to 
.8, no less than 57. On the 23rd Sept, we did the same 
again, beginning at 11.15. Up to 3.45, nine came. They 
were then alowed to go home. From 4 to 4.30, nine came ; 
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from 4.30 to 5, 15 ; from 5 to 5.30, 19; from 5.30 to 6, 38. 
Thus in 3^- hours nine came ; in two, when the ants were 
permitted to return, 81. Again, on Sept. 30th, tried the 
same arrangement, beginning at 11. Up to 3.30, seven 
ants came. We then let them go. From 3.30 to 4.30, 28 
came; from 4.30 to 5, 51 came. Thus in four hours and a 
half only seven came, while when they were allowed to 
return no less than 79 came in an hour and a half. It 
seems obvious, therefore, that in these cases no communi
cation was transmitted by sound.

THE PENUMBRAL REGION BETWEEN THE KNOWN AND 
THE UNKNOWN.*

* Tlie conclusion of the Presidential Address to the British Association for the Advance
ment of Science. Dublin: 1878.

BY WILLIAM SPOTTISWOODE, M.A., D.C.L., I'.R.S.

Mathematics may be found ruling and governing a 
variety of subjects. It is as the supreme result of all 
experience, the framework in which all the varied mani
festations of nature have been set, that our science has 
laid claim to be the arbiter of all knowledge. She does 
not indeed contribute elements of fact, which must be 
sought elsewhere; but she sifts and regulates them: she 
proclaims the laws to which they must conform if those 
elements are to issue in precise results. From the data of 
a problem she can infallibly extract all possible conse
quences, whether they be those first sought, or others not 
anticipated; but she can introduce nothing which was not 
latent in the original statement. Mathematics cannot 
tell us whether there be or be not limits to time or space ; 
but to her they are both of indefinite extent, and this in a 
sense which neither affirms nor denies that they are either 
infinite or finite. Mathematics cannot tell us whether 
matter be continuous or discrete in its structure; but to 
her it is indifferent whether it be one or the other, and her 
conclusions are independent of either particular hypo
thesis. Mathematics can tell us nothing of the origin of 
matter, of its creation or its annihilation; she deals only 
with it in a state of existence; but within that state its 
modes of existence may vary from our most elementary 
conception to our most complex experience. Mathematics 
can tell us nothing beyond the problems which she specifi
cally undertakes; she will carry them to their limits, but 
there she stops, and upon the great region beyond she is 
imperturbably silent.

Conterminous with space and coeval with time is the 
kingdom of mathematics ; within this range her dominion 
is supreme; otherwise than according to her order nothing 
can exist; in contradiction to her laws nothing takes 
place. On her mysterious scroll is to be found written, 
for those who can read it, that which has been, that which 
is, and that which is to come. Everything material which 
is the subject of knowledge has number, order, or position ; 
and these are her first outlines for a sketch of the universe. 
If our more feeble hands cannot follow out the details, still 
her part has been drawn with an unerring pen, and her 
work cannot be gainsaid. So wide is the range of mathe
matical science, so indefinitely may it extend beyond our 
actual powers of manipulation, that at some moments we 
are inclined to fall down with even more than reverence 
before her majestic presence. But so strictly limited are her 
promises and powers, about so much that we might wish to 
know does she offer no information whatever, that at other 
moments we are fain to call her results but a vain thing, 
and to reject them as a stone when we had asked for bread. 
If one aspect of the subject encourages our hopes, so does 
the other tend to chasten our desires; and he is perhaps 
the wisest, and in the long run the happiest among his 
fellows, who has learnt not only this science, but also the 
larger lesson which it indirectly teaches, namely, to temper 
our aspirations to that which is possible, to moderate our 
desires to that which is attainable, to restrict our hopes to 
that of which accomplishment, if not immediately practi
cable, is at least distinctly within the range of conception. 
That which is at present beyond our ken may, at some 
period and in some manner as yet unknown to us, fall 
within our grasp; but our science teaches us, while ever 
yearning with Goethe for “Light, more light,” to concen-

trate our attention upon that of which our powers are
> capable, and contentedly to leave for future experience the 

solution of problems to which we can at present say neither
1 yea nor nay.

It is within the region thus indicated that knowledge in 
the true sense of the word is to be sought. Other modes 
of influence there are in society and in individual life, 
other forms of energy beside that of intellect. There is 

” the potential energy of sympathy, the actual energy of 
work; there are the vicissitudes of life, the diversity of 

s circumstance, health, and disease, and all the perplexing 
issues, whether for good or for evil, of impulse and of pas
sion. But although the book of life cannot at present be 
read by the light of science alone, nor the wayfarers be 
satisfied by the few loaves of knowledge now in our hands, 
yet it would be difficult to overstate the almost miraculous 
increase which may be produced by a liberal distribution 
of what we already have, and by a restriction of our

> cravings within the limits of possibility.
In proportion as method is better than impulse, deli

berate purpose than erratic action, the clear glow of sun
) shine than irregular reflection, and definite utterances 

than an uncertain sm^^ind; in proportion as knowledge is 
better than surmise, proof than opinion; in that propor-

> tion will the mathematician value a discrimination between 
the certain and the uncertain, and a just estimate of the 
issues which depend upon one motive or the other. While 
on the one hand he accords to his neighbours full liberty to 
regard the unknown in whatever way they are led by the 
noblest powers that they possess ; so on the other be 
claims an equal right to draw a clear line of demarcation 
between that which is a matter of knowledge, and that 
which is at all events something else, and to treat the 
one category as fairly claiming our assent, the other as 
open to further evidence. And yet, when he sees around 
him those whose aspirations are so fair, whose impulses 
so strong, whose receptive faculties so sensitive, as to give 
objective reality to what is often but a reflex from them
selves, or a projected image of their own experience, be 
will be willing to admit that there are influences which he 
cannot as yet fathom or measure, but whose operation he 
must recognise among the facts of our existence.

A SEANCE IN GLASGOW.
(From the “ Glasgow Weekly Mail,” August 17 th, 1878.)

A select company of Glasgow Spiritualists and friends lield a seance 
in the Hall, Trongate, last week, in course of which several manifesta: 
tions of a character remarkable enough to challenge publicity were 
evolved. The “circle,” when completely formed, consisted of an inner 

i and an outer ring, the company numbering altogethei’ about fifty.
The inner ring was made up of pronounced Spiritualists, who are, of 

j course, friendly to the appearance of the “spirits,” and who thus 
guard their spiritual wards from delicate intrusion or insult at the 
hands of sceptical strangers. One of the four corners of the little hall 

j was partitioned off by a covering of dark-green cloth for the use of the
) officiating “medium,” who remained ensconced within during the
j whole performance. This interesting centre of operation was invested 
j by the sitting circles, and the ordinary light having been put out, the 
) young lady-medium—an English girl by birth—entered the curtained

recess. The room was now almost completely dark, the only light 
allowed coming from a shaded side-lamp, which was still further toned 
down to a becomingly grave aspect by the dull red-coloured paper 
which enwraps it. The “ circle ” were then requested to join hands 
and sing. Hands were joined and psalm tunes were chanted, but the 

j spirits did not respond; Sankey’s “Sweet by-and-bye ” was then 
j rendered, and a movement of the curtain put everybody on the alert.

Suddenly the curtain was partly withdrawn, and a ghastly white face, 
wrapped in white linen, appears, and as suddenly withdraws. This 
incident was repeated half-a-dozen different times, and at length, at tlie 
urgent request of the director of the circle, the whole body of the 
supernatural visitor was distinctly revealed, dressed in grave-clothes, 
too, and articulating speech in a broad and unmistakably Scotch Doric 
voice. “ Is that you, George ? ” queries one of the inner circle of 

I sitters. “ Deed, ay ! It’s jist me,” responds George, in a voice sunk to
a “deid liearseness.” George, who, by the way, was a tailor when in 
the flesh, was suffering badly from that painful affection of old age, a 
“l'oostit thrapple.” He spoke as if he had recently caught cold, and 
the supposition is not an unlikely one, as the “circle” have lately 
interviewed him, it seems, inconveniently often. George then surveys 
his legs melo-dramatically, and shakes his ghastly head over their 
painful thinness, declaring them with a serious head-shake to be “ jist 
skin and bane.” “Can ye no better them awee?” queries one of the 
group. “ I’ll try,” said George, who seems from the first super- 
naturally anxious to please, and making his dexter leg spin round and 
round a dozen times like a housewife handling a porridge stick, he 
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gravely asks the general company if “ that’s ony decenter ; ” and the i 
general company, who seem to share with George the amiable desire to i 
please, accede to the questionable fact. Presently there is a clicking ! 
noise heard inside the curtained space, and George, on being questioned ! 
anent it, declares it to be “Sambo,” a well-known negro spirit, who, 
according to Geordie’s ludicrous statement, is “busy makin’himsel’ 
up,” and who, according to the same authority’s continued statement, 
“is jist o-reetin’ his een oot that he’s no gettin’ appearin’ first.” Pre
sently George withdraws, and on the expiry of a few minutes, during 
which the company vigorously sing, Sambo’s head is thrust between 
the parted curtains, his face as black as night—the mouth grinning 
like the slit in a post-office letter box. He nods the general eompany 
into apparent extensive recognition, disappears, reappears, and repeats 
the nodding business. It should be stated that before George appeared 
a little negro girl of tender years spoke through the medium, although 
not visible, and asked after the health of a large number of the “inner 
circle,” the stereotyped reply of the parties whose health was inquired 
after being—“ Thank you, I’m very well, Sisy; how are you ? ” to 
which the invisible spirit of “ Sisy ” replied in each case, “ Bootiful.” 1 
The third manifestation was the most remarkable and startling of all. 1 
Two children of seemingly tender years stepped before the curtain, one i 
of them being the alleged spirit of the daughter of a gentleman i 
present, who asked if he might be allowed to touch her hand that 
night. An inclination of the little head acceding to the request 
brought the parent over to where the manifestation stood. A tiny 
little hand, tremulous with luminosity, was laid gently within the 
hand of the assumed parent, and a fervent “God bless you! ” from the 
father brought the manifestations to a close. Whatever may be said 
about the reality or the reverse of the exhibitions, there could be no 
doubt entertained regarding the deep sincerity of the parent. The 
quiver in the voice of the gentleman bespoke the intensity of his 
feelings. It is but justice to the parties interested to state that the 
place portioned off for the use of the “ medium ” was, beyond sus
picion, free from claptrap trickery. There were apparently no possible 
aids to deception to be found there. Admitting the honesty of the 
modus operandi, and the sincerity of the parties interested in the truth 
and success of the manifestations, the supernatural element must be 
accounted for on other grounds.

SPACE OF FOUR DIMENSIONS.
Although Professor Zollner and others have obtained 

knots in endless cords in the presence of spirit mediums, 
it does not necessarily follow that his explanation is right, 
or that the fact proves the existence in reality of the hypo
thetical four dimensions in space of the mathematician. 
Mr. William Spottiswoode’s mind has been so much exer
cised on this subject that he made the following remarks 
in his opening presidential address to the British Associa
tion at Dublin:—

If both in geometry and algebra we occasionally make use of points or 
of quantities, which from our present outlook have no real existence, 
which can neither be delineated in space of which we have experience, 
nor measured by scale as we count measurement; if these imaginaries, 
as they are termed, are called up by legitimate processes of our science; 
if they serve the purpose not merely of suggesting ideas, but of actually 
conducting us to practical conclusions; if all this be true in abstract 
science, I may perhaps be allowed to point out, in illustration of my 
argument, that in art unreal forms are frequently used for suggesting 
ideas, for conveying a meaning for which no others seem to be suitable 
or adequate. Are not forms unknown to biology, situations incompatible 
with gravitation, positions which challenge not merely the stability but 
even the possibility of equilibrium—are not these the very means to 
which the artist often has recourse in order to convey his meauing and 
to fulfil his mission ? Who that has ever revelled in the ornamentation 
of the Renaissance, in the extraordinary transitions from the animal to 
the vegetable, from faunic to floral forms, and from these again to almost 
purely geometric curves, who has not felt that these imaginaries have a 
claim to recognition very similar to that of their congeners in mathe
matics ? How is it that the grotesque paintings of the middle ages, the 
fantastic sculpture of remote nations, and even the rude art of the pre
historic past, still impress us, and have an interest over and above their 
antiquarian value ; unless it be that they are symbols which, although 
hard of interpretation when taken alone, are yet capable, from a more 
comprehensive point of view, of leading us mentally to something beyond 
themselves, and to truths which, although reached through them, have 
a reality scarcely to be attributed to their outward forms ?

Again, if we turn from art to letters, truth to nature and to fact is 
undoubtedly a characteristic of sterling literature ; and yet in the 
delineation of outward nature itself, still more in that of feelings and 
affections, of the secret parts of character and motives of conduct, it 
frequently happens that the writer is driven to imagery, to au aualogy, 
or even to a paradox, in ordei- to give utterance to that of which there 
is no direct counterpart in recognised speech. And yet which of us 
cannot find a meaning for these literary figures, an inward response to 
imaginative poetry, to social fiction, or even to those tales of giant and 
fairyland written, it is supposed, only for the nursery or schoolroom ? 
But in order thus to reanimate these things with a meaning beyond that 
of the mere words, have we not to reconsider our first position, to en
large the ideas with which we started; have we not to east about for 
some thing which is common to the idea conveyed and to the subject 
actually described, and to seek for the sympathetic spring which under
lies both; have we not, like the mathematician, to go back, as it were, 

to some first principles, or, as it is pleasanter to describe it, to become 
again as a little child ?

Passing to the second of the three methods, viz., that of manifold 
space, it may first be remarked that our whole experience of space is in 
three dimensions, viz., of that which has length, breadth, and thickness; 
and if for certain purposes we restrict our ideas to two dimensions as in 
plane geometry, or to one dimension as in the division of a straight line, 
we do this only by consciously and of deliberate purpose setting aside, 
but not annihilating, the remaining one or two dimensions. Negation, 
as Hegel has justly remarked, implies that which is negatived, or, as 
he expresses it, affirms the opposite. It is by abstraction from previous 
experience, by a limitation of its results, and not by any independent 
process, that we arrive at the idea of space whose dimensions are less 
than three.

It is doubtless on this account that problems in plane geomentry 
which, although capable of solution on their own g account, 
become much more intelligible, more easy of extension, if 
viewed in connection with solid space, and as special cases of 
corresponding problems in solid geometry. So eminently is this the 
case, that the very language of the more general method often 
leads us almost intuitively to conclusions which, from the more 
restricted point of view, require long and laborious proof. Such a 
change in the base of operations has, in fact, been successfully made in 
geometry of two dimensions, and although we have not the same experi
mental data for the further steps, yet neither the modes of reasoning, nor 
the validity of its conclusions, are in any way affected by applying an 
analogous mental process to geometry of three dimensions; and. by 
regarding figures in space of three dimensions as sections of figures in 
space of four, in the same way that figures in plane are sometimes con
sidered as sections of figures in solid space. The addition of a fourth 
dimension to space not only extends the actual properties of geometrical 
figures, but it also adds new properties which are often useful for the 
purposes of transformation or of proof. Thus it has recently been shown 
that in four dimensions a closed material shell could be turned inside 
out by simple flexure, without either stretching or tearing; and that in 
such a space it is impossible to tie a knot.

Again, the solution of problems in geometry is often effected by means 
of algebra ; and as three measurements, or co-ordinates as they are called, 
determine the position of a point in space, so do three letters or measure
able quantities serve for the same purpose in the language of algebra. 
Now, many algebraical problems involving three unknown or variable 
quantities admit of being generalised so as to give problems involving 
many such quantities. And as, on the one hand, to every algebraical 
problem involving unknown quantities or variables by ones, or by twos, 
or by threes, there corresponds a problem in geometry of one or of two or 
of three dimensions ; so on the other it may be said that to every 
algebraical problem involving many variables, there corresponds a 
problem in geometry of many dimensions.

There is, however, another aspect undei- which even ordinary space 
presents to us a four-fold, or, indeed, a manifold, character. In modern 
physics, space is regarded not as a vacuum in which bodies are placed 
and forces have to play, but rather as a plenum with which matter is 
co-extensive. And from a physical point of view the properties of space 
are the properties of matter, or of the medium which fills it. Similarly, 
from a mathematical point of view, space may be regarded as a locus in 
quo, as a plenum, filled with those elements of geometrical magnitude 
which we take as fundamental. These elements need not always be the 
same. For different purposes different elements may be chosen; and 
upon the degree of complexity of the subject of our choice will depend 
the internal structure or manifoldness of space.

Thus, beginning with the simplest case, a point may have any singly 
infinite multitude of positions in a line, which gives a one-fold system 
of points in a line. The line may revolve in a plane about any one of 
its points, giving a two-fold system of points in a plane; and the plane 
may revolve about any one of the lines, giving a three-fold system of 
points in space.

Suppose, however, that we take a straight line as our element, and 
conceive space as filled with such lines. This will be the case if we take 
two planes, e.g., two parallel plaues, and join every point in one with 
every point in the other. Now the points in a plane form a two-fold 
system, and it therefore follows that the system of lines is four-fold ; in 
other words, space regarded as a plenum of lines is four-fold. The same 
result follows from the consideration that the lines in a plane, and the 
planes through a point, are each two-fold.

Again, if we take a sphere as our element, we can through any point 
as a centre draw a singly infinite number of spheres, but the number of 
such centres is triply infinite. Hence space as a plenum of spheres is 
four-fold. Aud generally, space as a plenum of surfaces has a mani
foldness equal to the number of constants required to determine the 
surface. Although it would be beyond our present purpose to attempt 
to pursue the subject further, it should not pass unnoticed that the 
identity in the four-fold character of space, as derived, on the one hand, 
from a system of straight lines, and on the other from a system of 
spheres, is intimately connected with the principles established by 
Sophus Lie in his researches on the correlation of these figures.

If we take a circle as our element, we can around any point in a plaue 
as a centre draw a single infinite system of circles ; but the number of 
such centres in a plaue is doubly infinite ; hence the circles in a plane 
form a three-fold system, and as the planes in space form a tliree-fold 
system, it follows that space as a plenum of circles is six-fold.

Again, if we take a circle as our element, rve may regard it as a 
section either of a sphere, or of a right cone (given except in position) by 
a plane perpendicular to the axis. In the former case the position of 
the centre is three-fold ; the directions of the plane, like that of a pencil 
of lines perpendicular thereto, two-fold; and the radius of the sphere 
one-fold ; six-fold in all. In the latter caso, the position of the vertex 
is three-fold; the direction of the axis two-fold; and the distance of the 
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plane of section one-fold ; six-fold in all, as before. Hence space as a 
plenum of circles is six-fold.

Similarly, if we take a conic as our element we may regard it as a 
section of a right cone (given except in position) by a plane. If the 
nature of the conic be defined, the plane of section will be inclined at a 
fixed angle to the axis; otherwise it will be free to take any inclination 
whatever. This being so, the position of the vertex will be three-fold ; 
the direction of the axis two-fold; the distance of the plane of section 
from the vertex one-fold ; and the direction of that plane one-fold if the 
conic be d_efined, two-fold if it be not defined. Hence, space as a plenum 
of definite conics will be seven-fold, as a plenum of conics in general 
eight-fold. And so on for curves of higher degrees.

This is, in fact, the whole story and mystery of manifold space. It is 
not seriously regarded as a reality in the same sense as ordinary space ; 
it is a mode of representation, or a method which, having served its pur
pose, vanishes from the scene. Like a rainbow, if we try to grasp it, it 
eludes our very touch ; but, like a rainbow, it arises out of real condi
tions of known and taugibie quantities, and, if rightly apprehended, it is 
a true and valuable expression of natural laws, and serves a definite 
purpose in the science of which it forms part.

Again, if we seek a counterpart of this in common life, I might remind 
you that perspective in drawing is itself a method not altogether dis
similar to that of which I have been speaking; and that the third 
dimension of space, as represented in a picture, has its origin in the 
painter’s mind, and is due to his skill, but has no real existence upon 
the canvas which is the groundwork of his art. Or again, turning to 
literature, when in legendary tales, or in works of fiction, things past 
and future are pictured as present, has not the poetic fancy correlated 
time with the three dimensions of space, and brought all alike to a 
common focus ? Or once more, when space already filled with material 
substances is mentally peopled with immaterial beings, may not the 
imagination be regarded as having added a new element to the capacity 
of space, a fourth dimension of which there is no evidence in experi
mental fact ?

Professor Huxley, in speaking on the causes of evolution 
to the Anthropological Department, said :—■

When I first knew the British Association the locus of disturbance in 
it was the Geological Section. All sorts of terrible things about the 
antiquity of the earth, and I know not what else, were being said there, 
which gave rise to terrible apprehensions—terrible apprehensions! 
The whole world, it was thought, was coming to an end, just as I have 
no doubt that, if there were inhabitants in Antrim in the middle of the 
tertiary epoch, when those great lava streams burst out, they would not 
have had the smallest question that the whole universe was going to 
pieces. Well, the universe has not gone to pieces. Antrim is, geo
logically speaking, a very quiet place now, as well cultivated a place as 
one need see, and yielding abundance of excellent produce; and so, if 
we turn to the geological section, nothing can be milder than the pro
ceedings of that admirable body. All the difficulties that they seem to 
have encountered a.t first have died away, and statements that were the 
horrible paradoxes of that generation are now the commonplaces of 
schoolboys. At present the locus of disturbance is, I hear, to be found 
in the Biological, and more particularly in the Anthropological sections. 
History repeats itself, and precisely the sort of terrible apprehensions 
which were expressed by the aborigines of the Geological section in 
long, far back time is at present expressed by those who attend our 
deliberations. The world is coming to an end, the basis of morality is 
being shaken, and I don’t know what is not to happen if, certain conclu
sions which appear probable are to be verified. Well, now, whoever 
may be here thirty years hence—I certainly cannot—but, depend upon 
it, whoever may be speaking at some meeting of this department of the 
British Association thirty years hence will find, exactly as the members 
of the Geological section have found, on looking back thirty years that 
the paradoxes and conclusions, and other horrible things that are now 
thought to be going to shake the foundations of the world, will by that 
time have become parts of everyday knowledge, and will be taught in 
our schools as accepted truth, and nobody will be one whit the worse. 
The considerations which I think it desirable to put before you in order 
to show the foundations of the conclusions at which I have very con
fidently arrived, are of two kinds. The first is a reason based entirely 
upon philosophical considerations, namely, this—that the region of pure 
physical science, and the region of what specially constitute 
humanity, and those other matters in which we are more particularly 
interested, are apart, and that the conclusions reached in the one 
have no direct effect in the other. If you acquaint yourself in the slightest 
degree with the history of philosophy, and with the endless variations of 
human opinion that have taken place, you will find that there is not a 
single one of those speculative difficulties which at the present time 
torment many minds as being the direct product of scientific thought, 
which is not as old as the times of Greek philosophy, and which did not 
then exist as strongly and as clearly as they do now, and arise out of 
considerations connected with merely philosophical ideas. Whoever 
admits these two things, as everybody who looks about him must do, 
whoever takes into account the existence of evil in this world and the 
law of causation—has before him all the difficulties that can be raised 
by any form of scientific speculation. These two points have been 
occupying the minds of men ever since man began to think. . , . P'alm- 
ontology tells us, if we go back in time, that the great majority of 
animals have had a past history, that they occurred in epochs of the 
world’s history far removed from the present, and when we have 
acquired all that knowledge which we may enumerate under the heads 
of anatomy, physiology, and .distribution, there remains still the problem 
of problems to the zoologist, which is the study of the causes of those 
phenomena, in order that we may know how those things came about. 
All these different forms of knowledge and inquiry are legitimate sub
jects for science, there being no subject which is an illegitimate subject 

for scientific inquiry, except such as involves a contradiction in terms, 
or is itself absurd. Indeed, I don’t know that I should go quite as . far 
as that at present, for, undoubtedly, there are many benighted persons 
to whom topics that are at present the subjects of inaugural addresses 
will become what we have been in the habit of calling by hard names. If 
we have four dimensions of'space we may have forty dimensions, and 
that would be a long way beyond my powers of imagination. I should, 
therefore, not like to draw too closely the limits as to what may be 
contradiction to the best established principles.

THE DIVINING ROD.
1 Mrs. Dk Morgan once communicated to this journal an instance of 
( the use of the divining rod, in which other than subjective phenomena 
j were manifested, for the rod bent and twisted in an abnormal way under 
i the eyes of critical spectators, in addition to being successful in its anti

cipated results. We have received the following letter on the same 
i subject:—
) To the Editor of “ The Spiritualist,”

i Sir,—In Vol. X., p. 202, Mrs , S . E. De Morgan gave a very interesting
■ account of the divining rod. I happened to be looking over Vol. XIV., 

>i p. 47, of The Cottage Gardener for 1855, and found an account given 
1 on the same subject, from which I send you an extract for publication, 
(| if you think it would add to the pleasure of the readers of your valuable 
(I paper.
( The editor commences by stating: —
( “ We are quite as sceptical as to the truth of this mode of discovering
( the treasures of the earth as any of our readers can be, but our scepti- 
j iism is founded upon fha t unttbble coniideraiinn tha t we cannot explani 
( why hhe dowiing fork 't influoneed at st al1oged . Such coniiderationis
( unstable, because the world must be universally sceptical about every
) hiring ft nothing weee to be blHeved toe cauest of wtricts coidd not be
( explained . Why tot magnet pom's to tot north , whit can aay t Why
j eeaiing-wax bcoomee etecdrie by drittion , whe cait o^x^jpbina S Why one

rose is scentless and another perfumed, who can tell?
j “ Rhabeomancy, or divination by a rod, is no modern invention, for 
j obscure altoilont to tt are found even us toe Odd 1'^106^1 and t's 
? officacy to d'scovering spitogt ot wuthti- and vetot off nnthlt hat had. 
} beiievest among fhoee whoee nmnot art aavourably known to hhe anna's 
j of science.
j “ George Agricola, the German metallurgist of the sixteenth century, 
( John Sporting , and Thredote K^•chmaier , Itichettt, and Monhoff, hhe 
| well-known chem'st , weee al t betieveit to the power ot toe divtotog rod. 
j MI . Thouvenot and the Marquist Io Glendte pubtifhed works to wtrich they 
( exp^ndd thepower . whiistrurowncountyyman ,Priet, nt list Minrralogia
> Cornubiensis, to 1778, ec-odds mmy tottenes t ot toe rod's uuneuuoftll 
< tn■npn)ymeltt. Em Ltomeut beast fstito^in^y to tht samt lact, for lee 
( delatue that, hearing list secretary ex-oliing the virtuet ot hst dvvtotog
> rod . he concealed a puisec conlaintog 100 duca't undet one ot Gm plan's
( of crowfoot, or buteeccup, grownng to a meadow . The company , with 
( Ltont^us, so trampted over Hw meadow, Gntf 110^61'3 could not detect 
| wheee he had lridden list duca'.. H's secrelary’e wand pototod out fee 
j: paaee. and Ltolt^'as winds up fi's ^htG^mt^nt with the rbservabon—■ 
|; ‘ Another such experiment would illffine to make me a proselyte.’ ’’
( Mr. Phippen relates the following as facts within his own lmow- 
( ledge :—

“ The next fact we shall mention took place on the premises of Mr. 
! Arthur Phippen, the wtlllroown surgeon, who resides at Wtemrre, near 
) Well't in Somersetshire. On Tuesday, (the 10th September, in the 
j present year, a person named Charles Adams was brought from Row- 
( berrow, near Sbipham, to dowse for water. Adams is forty-three ynars 
j -O age, and has prantiiee dowsing since he was thtrteto, in the course 
j of which time he has been accessory to the sinking of upwards of 100 
I wells. To prepare for his experiment, he went to a hedge, annonpaoied

by our corl•tsprnetot, and cut from it a forked white torn twig -O this 
year’s growth, about eighteen toche' long to each stem. He then 
entered the garden, and walked about, with his apparatus projected in 
the usual way, to search Orr water. He had walked but a few paces over 
the soil, when the fork was repelled, and the positim of the spring dis- 
nrvereP. This spring he traced east and west to a nrosiderable distance, 
until he arrived over a covered well. of the existence of which he was 
totally ignorant, and there the instrument became so much agitated that 
it required a strong pressure to keep it down.

“All the spectators, including a reverend divine and our corre
spondent, successively held one of the branches or stems, and every one 

i of them was convinced by the resistance made to his effort that the 
i ceremony was no delusion. The next experiment was made in tho 
| kitchen, the floor of which is covered with stone, and under which there 
I are no springs. In the absence of Adams three hats were placed, 
I crowns upwards, on the floor, at equal distances, and under the centre 

H hat were p1 ased three sflveu spoona . wvi toen caRud cn e
G ixhibit. Tothitwo empdy hat s she bdwinnd fork wcs 810101x1^:11'1, not 
); whtn hetd overtov ondire y at, wrduh toe to ocns , eO wat drivne
!l nacts towerda She beeali of the opeodttr, just nswhentoeheeseoeeot

| wacnr wan todlcatrO . These wav stillineshro txper imder on ton time 
I adtaoioni Tlis throe hets were placeWaeuSn oe tin flodt, She firet 
I cdndriv gp dmeli dinmnnd l^in, Gie equal d staree sIIvii soednt,and oire 
| hhitd a gpld watchi, thalv1 anp roalt. Us first'rod tocond hats n ren

l excib a pewehfdl dffc1n on toe deesing fook—-had which e^abld but 
| dinmond pto ering “e tae the mdhepewevtd1l ■wheIs than wh-wh 'ov^iO 
j blae wa-cli, dliat^ ane sealf was but slirtst, Veins dardlypereeptiOte to 
! tin diffeavniwtlneetes Th toe dhi,iVitlon. Addmj, win io a vittn svWc^ 

indllsiriohs man, ere -produce testimomalt af iris obAUy an- tunceso fit 
toe exifaht•Utoarh prerese piom waun oerthIl^t oS the highest raid ecG 
^h^lffy in Gip cunty 0“ homeroet. '

“We will rdd WoW our fane more io ihdre tnhit. dwnhnnvatreahe
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power. The preacher then went on to describe Spiritualism, and
asserted that its efficient cause is altogether preternatural, and its end is
to do mischief to men, and especially to destroy the Christian religion.

stated. The experiment took place on the premises of Mr. John 
Barrow, one of the magistrates of the district, a gentlemin in every 
way superior to the influence of vulgar prejudice, but at the same time 
too enlightened to shut his eyes with obstinate incredulity against any
thing capable of experimental proof. On Monday, the 9th of September 
last, in the presence of Mr. Barrow himself, of our correspondent, and 
of several other gentlemen, Thomas Tyler, of Latcliem, a village near 
Wedmore, a man seventy years of age, performed the same operation, 
that of dowsing for water, with the same success.

“ Amongst other experiments which proved the success of the Virgala 
Divina, or divining or dowsiug rod, in the discovering water, coal, and 
ores, Adams, the dowser, to whom we have before alluded, stated 
that he had recently been sent for by the Rev. Mr. Roster, at his 
seat near Lodbury, in Gloucestershire, to give advice on the sub
ject of procuring water, that gentleman having sunk a well full sixty 
feet in depth without arriving at a drop of water. Upon dowsing 
Adams quickly discovered a spring within six feet of the wall of the 
well, which spring lie conjectured to be about twenty feet under the 
surface, and on descending to that distance in the well he perceived 
oozing of water from the side. He accordingly recommended liis em
ployer to make an arch, of three feet by two feet in width, and six feet 
in length, from the spot in the well whence the water oozed, and that 
being accomplished, the workmen found an abundant supply of excellent 
water, which speedily filled tha well to the extent of forty feet.” X.

Northwitoh, August lGth, 1878.

A CATHOLIC PRIEST ON SPIRITUALISM.
{From “ The Nottingham Daily Express,” August 12th.)

A lecture was delivered at the Roman Catholic Church, Laau-sida, 
Nottingham, on Sunday evening, by the pastor, Canon Harnett, on the 
much-debated subject of Spiritualism. The lecturer began by saying 
that the local press had, during the past week, called attention to the 
subject by the publication of a long letter, in which the writer expa
tiated on its advantages, and this was the reason why he ventured to 
bring the subject before his congregation. It is often stated in these 
days of incredulity that there is no devil, or, if there be, that he lacks 
the power to interfere in human affairs. Those who made such state
ments showed how much they needed instruction on the relations 
existing between the invisible and visible world. The Catholic Church 
leans to few things more decidedly than to [the close, constant, and 
universal action of supernatural influences on the inward and outward 
man. These influences are often manifested by accompanying signs. 
From the days of the Apostles down to our- own there have been 
frequent indications of God’s abiding presence and working in His 
church—the Communion of Saints. Take away what may be called 
the fabulous and the doubtful, and there is Bill sufficient to show, in 
the words of the Psalmist, that God is “ wonderful in His saints.” The 
life of St. Mary Magdalene, of Pazzi, exhibits a pictnre of extraordinary 
communion with the supernatural world, yet she is but one specimen of 
what may be seen in hundreds upon hundreds of the lives of saints 
venerated in the Catholic Church. Not less certain and continuous are 
the agencies of the spirits of darkness among men on earth. The 
natural qualities and powers of a pure spirit are far beyond what we 
possess, even beyond what we can comprehend. The spirit of man pent 
up in a body is clogged and bowed down by the material mass which it 
animates. It sees, hears, thinks, knows, acts through matter. Within 
its own plastic clay-cage it works at will, but outside the bars of that 
cage it can do nothing. Not only is it hampered in its power of action 
on outward objects, blit even in the exercise of that faculty which is 
proper and essential to itself, and which we call understanding or 
intellect, outside the region of matter, it can rise but little, and see 
but dimly. Not so a pure spirit which is perfect in every attribute of 
liis nature, not needing time to grow up to liis full height of knowledge 
and power. His intelligence embraces an immense extent of objects, 
and the whole world is open to his keen glance. He can move from 
place to place without the least fatigue audwith a rapidity far exceeding 
that ascribed to the motion of light. His power over matter is very 
great, acting on it in an endless variety of ways. He can assume 
visible forms, and produce sensible effects of the most extraordinary 
kind, far surpassing any human power. In attributing these natural 
powers to pure spirits all theologians of every school are agreed. They 
also maintain that the pure spirits, or angels, who kept not their princi
pality, while in their fall losing all grace for ever, yet retained their 
natural gifts unimpaired. The visible a^^acts, however, of diabolical 
agency on a stupendous scale are not so common, because they cannot 
use that natural power except by Divine permission. God sometimes 
permits them to exercise that power for the trial and greater merit of 
good men, and for the punishment of the wicked. Of the former kind 
we have examples in the lives of S. Mary Magdalene, of Pazzi; S. 
Francis, of Assisi; S. Francis Xavier; S. Peter, of Alacantara, and 
many others. But no example is more striking than that recorded in 
the Bible itself in the Book of Job. Numerous other examples of the 
extraordinary power of evil spirits are found in the Scriptures both of 
the Old and New Testament. The malignity of the rebel angels is 
very great; they have lost all goodness and are now confirmed in evil ; 
their constant sin is the direct and formal hatred of God ; they hate His 
justice, which lies so heavy on themselves. They hate man, and have 
the power of inflicting ou liiin great evils. They try to work out his 
destruction by their immediate action on him, and by exciting creatures 
to do him mischief. As regards the infliction of bodily injury, they 
require a special commission of God. It is the commou opinion held by 
Roman Catholic theologians that each individual has a guardian angel, 
as well as a particular evil spirit; and tho ministry of the former is to 
preserve from bodily and spiritual harm, to pray for us, to offer our 
prayers to God, and to coinbat the evil spirits and to restrain their

domsponUencE.
[ Great jreedom is offered to correspondents, who sometimes express opinions diametrically 

opposed to those qf this journal and its readers. Unsolicited communications cannot 
be returned; copies should be kept by the writers. Preference is given to letters which 
are not anonymous, -------------

THE WORDS 01? A GHOST VERIFIED.

Sir,—The following extract is copied from an old edition of Elisha, 
by F. W. Krummacher, published, I believe, by the Religious Tract 
Society thirty years ago or more :—■

“ By the death-bed of a highly venerated lady, tried through a series 
of many years, a confirmed disciple of our Lord, there was seated a 
friend similarly disposed. The conversation, sweet and delightful to 
both, enlarging especially upon the hopes of Christians, turned at 
length upon the individual mutual recognition of the perfected 
righteous. After they had both of them exchanged their thoughts 
together upon this point, the invalid concluded the discourse with the 
observation that she was quite contented to leave the decision of such 
questions to approaching eternity; upon which, nevertheless, her 
friend replied that she would fain wish to learn something more clearly 
as regarded the life of the blessed, and expressed to her sick friend a 
wish that, if it was possible to do so after her departure from this 
world, she would iu some way make it known to her.

“ Struck almost with terror, her friend inquired, ‘Mv dear friend, 
what is it you demand from me ?' 1 Well, well, I did not mean what
I said so very seriously. Assuredly I do believe with you that nothing 
will be wanting to us above of that that can make us truly happy and 
blessed.’ Saying which she kissed the lips of her dying friend and left 
her.

“ A few days after this conversation the pious sufferer departed for 
her spirit home, and her friend was sincerely grieved at her loss, but 
yet with a joyful hope of seeing her again, and gradually she lost sight 
of the conversation touching the recognition above spoken of.

“ Early one morning, whilst she was still reposing in bed, it hap
pened that suddenly, from within the room adjoining, . the door of 
which was half open, a bright gleam of light burst upon her. As she 
looked up towards it she beheld standing before her, adorned iu 
celestial glory, her departed friend, who, looking at her with a smile 
of inexpressible sweetness, said, ‘ Yea, truly do we meet and 
recognise above ! Oil! what joy did we experience when yesterday 
our beloved S---- - entered amongst us ! ’ After saying which she
vanished.

“ Trembling in every limb, the lady sprung up, not knowing how 
she felt—whether she was dreaming or awake. She, however, kept 
secret within her own breast the scene she had just witnessed, and 
made inquiry here and there whether a person of the name her friend 
had mentioned was living in the town or its neighbourhood, and had 
lately died.

“ Nobody, however, could give her the information. She therefore 
made up her mind that what she had witnessed must have been 
merely a vision, which had been produced by the recollection of her 
conversation with her departed friend upon the subject of personal 
recognition in heaven. Accordingly the whole affair was suffered to 
pass without further notice.

“ It happened, about a fortnight after the imagined morning dream, 
as she was perusing the columns of some daily journal, her eye caught 
the following anuouncamant :—‘ It has pleased the Almighty Arbiter 
of life or death to summon to the dwelling of Eternal Peace, on the 
----- - of ------- —, our uavar-to-be-forgotteu father, friend, aud brother 
S----- , after a life devoted to the Saviour.’ This notice was dated
from a place many miles distant from our friend’s abode.

‘•Struck with the utmost surprise and agitation, the lady scarcely 
ventured to trust her eyes. She read the passage over and over 
again. Certainly there was the same name which on the aforesaid 
morning had been announced to her by the lips of the radiant messenger, 
and the same day of decease which her friend had denoted to her as 
the day of his entry into heaven.

The affectionate survivor could therefore no longer feel a doubt 
of the reality of that sweet vision. The invisible world had indeed 
been unveiled before her view.” F. G. Theobald.

Lewisham, London, S.E. ---------
OPINIONS ABOUT OCCULTISM AND SPIRITUALISM. ‘

Sir,—Believing that comparatively few among the great body of 
Spiritualists have read those very remarkable and most interesting 
volumes, edited by Mrs. Emma Hardiuge Britten, entitled Ghost 
Land and Art Magic, I wish, in view of questions bearing upon the 
relative potency, the tendencies, and distinguishing characteristics of 
Occultism, as studied and practised in Europe, aud of what we call 
modern Spiritualism, to make a few quotations from the former of 
these works, showing to what conclusions their author had, after years 
of study and experience, arrived.

We have the assurance of Mrs. Britten, whose veracity will not, I 
think, bs questioned by intelligent Spiritualists, that the writer 
referred to was all he professes to have .been, and is, in every way, 
entitled to our fullest collfidauca.

In her introduction to Ghost Land, the editor says :—“ The 
Chevalier de B----- was, as I well know, a member of several
Oriental and European societies, where he had enjoyed the privilege 
of initiation into the ancient mysteries, and opportunities for the study 
of Occultism rarely open to modem investigators. I had myseif 
witnessed many evidences of this gentleman's wonderful powers as a 
seer and adept in magical rites, no less than what is now called 
‘ mediumship,’ for every conceivable phase of spirit power.”
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Of himself, he says (Ghost Zand, page 334) :—“ I need hardly say ' 
my purpose was achieved when I mastered the secret of true occult I 
power. . . . All this, and much more that I am pledged not to reveal, ! 
and which in our present corrupt and licentious condition of ao^irety i 
would prove a curse rather than a blessing, and convert the earth I 
into pandemonium rather than heaven, I learned, proved, tried, and 
practised.”

So much for the author’s knowledge of the nature and scope of occult 
studies and powers. ’

As to the moral influence of these studies, he says that the learned i 
men in Germany with whom he was associated as pupil and mesmeric j 
sensitive, in their eager striving for hidden knowledge and power, 
eliminated as far as possible all human feeling from their hearts and < 
lives. >

On page 40 we lind the following :—“ As the experiments of these 
grave gentlemen were neither pursued in fun nor mischief, hut solely ( 
with a view to evolve the rationale of a psychological science, I must ( 
confess that they followed out their experiments without remorse or )
consideration for the feelings of others.” And again, page 47 :— (
“Somehow they all seemed to me to be men without souls. They 
were desperate, determined seekers into realms of being with which earth 
had no sympathy, and which, in consequence, abstracted them from all j 
human feelings or human emotions.” And on page 73, the beloved )
“mastee” of the writer, liis instructor and guide in occult lore and <
practice, gives the following reply to the sad and anxious question of 
his young pupii:—“ What think you of the death, or rather murder, )
of Constance Muller, my master ? ” “ Science must, will, and shall (
have its martyrs, Louis, and woe to the progress of the race when idle j
emotion erects itself to match the interests of science.” .

Constance Muller was a beautiful girl who had been murdered by a (
Russian nobleman, much given to the study of occult arts, “ for the )
purpose of proving whether her atmospheric spirit, violently thrust ( 
out of the body in the vigour of vitality, could not continue hovering ( 
around the scene of death, and make manifestations palpable to the ) 
sense of sight and sound.”

Of course, no one supposes that the study and practice of magical 
arts necessarily leads to moral results as disastrous as those indicated )
above; but when asceticism and estrangement from the common (
interests of humanity are essential to the attainment of knowledge ( 
which is to be kept secret, and of powers not in themselves helpful, ( 
either practically or in the way of education and general enlighten- j
ment, to the mass of mankind, the tendency of such a life can hardly 
be healthful, mentally or morally. j

I will not fill space with words of my own, weightless as compared ( 
with those of the learned and experienced writer from whom I quote, ) 
but will simply extract marked passages, as I find them in Ghost Land, j 
leaving my readers to arrange, connect, and reflect upon the state- ( 
ments made.

Page 92, I find:—“ No page of retrospect excites in me more sur
prise than the inferiority of the results obtained through magical pro
cesses, when compared with those which seem to arise spontaneously, 
as an organic peculiarity of certain individuals.” .... “ Any powerful 
‘ spirit medium ’ of this present day could have displayed more pheno- J 
mena by aid of a dancing table in five minutes than many of these really 
earnest students could have evolved by magical processes in five times ( 
five years of profound occult experiments.” .... “ The sum of all, to ( 
my apprehension, is that man, to obtain this boon, must be born a 
natural magician, or in more familiar phrase, ‘ a good spirit medium.’ (
Also that clairvoyance, clairaudience, seership, and all those spiritual 
gifts by which human beings can attain the privilege of communion with 
spirits, consist in certain organic specialities of constitution, naturally j 
appertaining to some individuals, and latent in others, though susceptible j
of unfoldment by modes of culture. I believe that forms, rites, and j I
invocatory processes, fumigations, spells—in a word; the science and | 
practice of magic—may be applied as means to aid in this communion, 
and are especially potent in enabling the operators to exercise control (
over lower orders of spirits than themselves; but I affirm that S
they are inoperative to open up the communion as a primary means, 1
and that without the services of a good seer, clairvoyant, or spirit (
medium, magical rites alone cannot succeed in evolving spiritual >
phenomena.” 1

Page 324:—“ I know, too, that without circles, invocations, or formulae j
of any kind, my own beloved friends could reach me from the far side of 
that mystic river, on the shores of which they had disappeared from my 
straining eyes, but from whence they have all returned, one after the 
other, keeping watch and ward over my stormy life, with even more 
than the fidelity of their earthly care and tenderness.”

“ In scaling these tremendous ladders of knowledge, I have experienced j 
many a fearful fall, paid many a heavy penalty. Again and again I >
have returned from these awful pilgrimages with a wounded, bruised, j
and wayworn spirit; but ever, as I come, I have found rest, peace, and 
consolation in the loving ministration of earth’s enfranchised spirit 
friends. I have learned to believe that communion between the denizens 
of this planet and her spirit spheres should constitute the highest, j 
purest, most normal and healthful exercise of our soul’s religious 
faculties. Mortals have but an imperfect realisation of this sublime J
truth amidst the folly, fanaticism, wrong, and imposture that have dis- !>
graced the movement miscalled Spiritualism—a movement which has (
served to externalise much of the darkest features of human nature, but, j J
as yet, has been permitted to do little more than point to the mines of )
unwrought treasure that lie in the possibilities of that communion. As j
yet it is all too redolent of human shortcomings. I dare not pause now ( i
to hint at what we may hope for in the better day of spiritual communion, )
when its modus operandi shall be understood by science, and its sublime (
revelations be receivedin the spirit of religious reverence.” i

If the foregoing extracts be deemed worthy of the space they occupy, j 
and prove acceptable as throwing light upon vexed questions, I will add, (

at a future time, such as I have at hand from Art Magic, and which are, 
I think, even more striking and suggestive than those I have now 
given. Louisa Andrews.

j 3, York-road, Brighton.

The offices of the National Association of Spiritualists will be re
opened on Monday, 2Gth inst.

The belief in another world, in the nearness of that world, and in a 
channel of communication between the two, is a belief which has existed 
in all times and places, and among all the nations of the earth. It is 
one of the primal faiths of man, instinctive and intuitive, and therefore 
natural to the human race.—Lacon.

Extraordinary Memory.—A little guide to Uckficld, Buxted, and 
neighbouring places, says :—“Before we pass away from Buxted we 
must notice that singular character, George Watson, the Sussex calcu
lator, who was born in this parish in 1785, His powers of memory 
and calculation were truly wonderful, but in other respects he was 
almost an idiot. He was a farm labourer, extremely ignorant, and 
unable to read or write ; yet he could rapidly perform difficult calcula
tions in arithmetic. The most extraordinary circumstance, however, 
was his power of recollecting the events of every day from an early 
period of his life. Upon being asked upon what day of the week a 
given day of the month occurred, he would immediately name it, and 
also mention where he was, and what was the state of the weather. 
His replies were invariably correct.”

Weak Witnesses.—A distinguished lecturer recognised at Mrs. 
Bennett’s seance in Boston his own departed wife fully materialised— 
would swear it washer—but when convinced by overwhelming evidence 
that a confederate personated his beloved companion, he reluctantly 
admitted that his senses had been completely deceived. A promising 
young journalist, trained in his profession to habits of close observation 
and penetrating scrutiny, saw a lovely Indian maiden at Mrs. Bennett’s, 
fell in love with her, and they were betrothed, he presenting her with 
a beautiful ring, and believing he had a spirit bride. When this poor 
fellow saw the metamorphosis of his lovely Indian into a very common 
flesh and blood confederate of Bennett, and beheld the trap-door which 
was an essential part of the transformation scene, he received such a 
shock as but few can recover from and retain their senses.—Rcligio- 
Fhilosopkical Journal.

The Abolition or Cabinet Seances.—The B.eligio-P‘h-llosophical 
Journal of Chicago shows its appreciation of the wise steps taken in 
England in the direction of abolishing cabinet seances by the following 
paragraph:—“It appears from the London Spiritualist of June 5th 
that Mr. Rita, who is now holding seances in London, is a most remark
able medium for physical manifestations. Several prominent gentlemen 
and ladies were present at a seance held by him, in a darkened drawing
room, which he had never before entered, and his hands were firmly 
held by two sitters. Under these conditions phosphorescent lights were 
produced, musical instruments were carried about the room, and ma
terialised spirit hands touched everybody present. Though the hands 
of all the sitters were interlinked throughout the stance, a materialised 
form showed itself four or five times over the centre of the table, robed 
in white, and holding a light in one of its hands. A seance under such 
conditions, two of the sitters holding the hands of the medium, cannot 
otherwise than be satisfactory. Where is there such a medium in this 
country ?

Prico Two Shillings. Post Pres. Cloth. Red Edges.
SPIRITUALISM.

By P. P. Alexander, M.A. ;
Author of Mill and Carlyle, Moral Causation, etc.

This work contains among other items of interest a record of phonomona 
observed at seances by the author, and a closo criticism of some of the writings 
of Professor Tyndall about Spiritualism.

“ Mr. Alexander is unquestionably a vory clever writer.”—Saturday Review, 
The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office, Bloomsbury, London.

Price Fivo Shillings. Post Free. Cloth.
A LYRIC OF THE GOLDEN' AGE.

Given through tho inspirational mediumship of Thomas Lako Harris. These 
poems, given while Mr. Harris was in a state of trance, are of raro literary 
excellence.

The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office, Bloomsbury, London.

Price Five Shillings. Post Free. Cloth. Crown 8vo.

ANIMAL MAGNETISM AND SOMNAMBULISM.
By Edwin Lee, M.D.,

Corresponding member of the Medical Acadomies of Paris, Berlin, Munich, 
Brussels, Madrid, Turin, and Florenco. Author of tho Prizo Essay on 
“Mesmerism and Thorapeutics,” awarded by the Milan Society for tho 
Promotion of Science, Arts, and Letters. .

The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office, Bloomsbury, London.

Price 3s. Gd. Post Free. Illustrated. Demy 8vo, 407 pp.
STUDIEN UBER DIE GIESTERWELT,

By the Baroness Adelma yon Vay (Countess Wuembeand).

Also, by the samo Authoross, price 2s. Gd., post free (Illustratod with diagrams),
GEIST, KRAFT, STOFF.

The Spiritualist Nowspapor Branch Offico, Bloomsbury, London,
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BOOKS ON SPIRITUALISM, PSYCHOLOGY, 
MESMERISM, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND 
BIOLOGY,

Representing the English and American Literature of Spirit
ualism, obtainable of W. H. Harrison, Spiritualist News
paper Branch Office, 33, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, 
London, W.O.

[For purposes of mutual convenience the above office has been 
rented on the premises of the National Association of Spirit
ualists, but the Association and The Spiritualist Newspaper and 
publishing business are not in any way connected with each 
other.]

THE DEBATABLE LAND, by the Hon. Robert Dale 
Owon, formerly American Minister at the Court of Naples. A 
standard work containing interesting Jand well-authenticated 
facts, proving the reality of spirit communion. It also contains 
an elaborate essay defining the author's views of the relation
ship of Spiritualism to the Christian Church. 7s. Gd.

FOOTFALLS ON TIIE BOUNDARY OF ANOTHER 
WORLD, by Robert Dale Owen. An excellent book of absorb
ing interest, replete with well-authenticated narratives, describ
ing manifestations produced by spirits. 7s. 6d.

REPORT ON SPIRITUALISM, by the Committee oi 
the Dinlcctieal Society. This committee consisted of literary, 
scientific, and other professional men who investigated Spiritual
ism for two years without engaging the services of any profes
sional medium, after which they published the report. Original 
edition, 15s.; moderately abridged edition, 5s.

RESEARCHES TN THE PHENOMENA OF SPIRIT
UALISM, by William Crookes, F.R.S. The best work over 
published to scientifically demonstrate the reality of some of 
the physical phenomena of Spiritualism, 6s.

MIRACLES AND MODERN SPIRITUALISM, by 
Alfred Russell Wallace, F.R.G.S. This book contains a masterly 
argument in reply to Hume’s “Essay on Miracles.” It also 
records a large number of interesting spiritual manifestations, 
and contains some of the personal experiences of Mr. Wal
lace. 6s.

PLANOHETTE • OR, THE DESPAIR OF SCIENCE, 
by Epes Sargent. A book rich in descriptions of well-authenti
cated spiritual phenomena. Information about the relationship 
of Spiritualism to Religion and Science is also given. 5s.

CONCERNING SPIRITUALISM, by Gerald Massey. 
A brilliant well written little essay on Spiritualism. Neatly 
bound, with gilt edges. 2s.

THE SOUL OF THINGS, by William Denton. In 
this extraordinary book the author, who is a Professor of 
Geology in America, employed clairvoyants to reveal to him 
by vision events connected with the early history of geological 
specimens • these sensitives thus saw the Mastodon and other 
extinct animals as if living and moving before them; they like
wise saw the scenes by which these prehistoric animals iwere 
surrounded. The author also sent his clairvoyants to examine 
portions of different planets, and they gave descriptions of the 
inhabitants, physical geography, and vegetation of each. The 
book is illustrated with numerous engravings, drawn by the 
sensitives as the visions passed before their eyes. The substance 
of a review of tills book in “ The Spiritualist ” was to the effect 
that there is no doubt as to the integrity of the author, who also 
possesses sufficient intelligence to select clairvoyants who would 
not cheat him. The question as to the reliability of the narratives 
therefore narrows itself down to the question of the reliability 
of clairvoyance, which, when employedto gaiu information about 
distant places on earth, has been found sometimes to give ac
curate results and sometimes inaccurate results. The review 
urtlicr expresses the opinion that if ever interplanetary com

munication should be established, it will be by means of clair
voyance or some other of the latent and little understood 
spiritual powers in man. Three Vols. 21s.; or 8s. per single 
volume.
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MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS
Oriental Religions (Johnson) . . . . . h 0
Religions of the World (Leigh)—A well-written little book, 

recommended by The Spiritualist Newspaper . . 2 G
Keys of the Creeds ...... fi 0
The Wheel of the Law (Alabaster)—A book containing in 

teresting particulars and legends rclatiug to Buddhism 14 0
History of American Socialisms (Noyes) . . . . 18 0
The Romantic History of Buddha (Beal) . . . . 12 G
Catena of Buddhist Scriptures (Beal) . . . . 15 0
Threading my Way, an Autobiography, by Robert Dale Owen , 7 6 
Travels of Fah-I-lian and Sun-Yun, Buddhist Pilgrims, from 

China to India (400 a.d. and 518 A.D.). Translated from 
the Chinese by Samuel Beal, B.A., Trin. Coll., Cam. . 10 G

The Nursery Tales, Traditions, and Histories of tlic Zulus, 
by the Rev Henry Callaway, M.D. In six parts . 16 o

The Life and Teachings of Confucius. Translated into English, 
with Preliminary Essays and Explanatory Notes, by James
Legge, D.D. . . • . . 10 6

Myths and Myth-makers. Old Talcs and Superstitions inter 
preted by Comparative Mythology, by John Fiske, M.A. . 10 6

Awas-l-Hind'; or, A Voiec from the Ganges, by an Indian Officer 5 0 
The Life and Works of Mencius. Translated into English

from the Chinese Classics, by James Legge, D.D., LL.D. .12 0 
On Exalted States of the Nervous System; an (alleged) Ex

planation of the Mysteries of Modern Spiritualism, 
Breams, Trance, Somnambulism, Vital Photography, Faith 
Will Origin of Life, Anaesthesia, and Nervous Cougestion 
by Robert II. Collyer, MD. . . 12 G

The Dervishes; or, Oriental Spiritualism, by John P. Brown, 
Secretary of the Legation of the United States of America 
at Constantinople. , . . . . .10

Mythology and Popular Traditions of Scandinavia, North 
Germany and tho Netherlands, by Benjamin Thorpe. In 
three vols. ... .... 18 6

The Koran; commonly called the Alcoran of Mahommcd. 
Translated iuto English immediately from the original 
Arabic, by George Sale . 10 6

SPIRIT PEOPLE.
A scientifically accurate description of Manifestation 

recently produced by Spirits, and
Simultaneously Witnessed by the Author and Other

Observers in London.
By WILLIAM H. HARRISON.

Limp Cloth, red edges. Price Is.; post free la. Id.
38, Great Russell Street, London, TP. (7.

Or of Messrs. Colby and Rich, 9, Montgomcry-stroct^ 
Boston, U.S.

Opinions of thh Press.
“As a dispassionate scientific man, he appears to have 

investigated the subject without pre-conceived ideas, and the 
result of his examination nas been toidentify his opinions with 
those of Messrs. Varley, Crookes and Wallace, in favour not 
only of the absoluto reality of the phenomena, but ako of 
the genuineness of the communications alleged to be 
given by the spirits of tho departed. Into the much.vexed 
question of d priori objections to Mr. Harrison’s opinions we 
shall not now enter. We will only say that his descriptions of 
facts are couched, in a moderate and truly scientific spirit, that 
he appears to have exhausted ovory reasonable test which his 
experience led him to make, and that the whole tone of the 
book (which is singularly free from dogmatic pretension) is 
rigorously logical.’’—Public Opinion.

“ At the outset of his booklet Mr. Harrison disclaims any 
intention of proselytising or forcing his opinion down non- 
Spiritualistic throats, and it is only fair to admit that tho 
succeeding pages are remarkably free from argument and 
deduction, albeit bristling with assertions of the most dumb
founding nature.”—London Figaro.

“ Although the author has taken somo trouble to prove that 
table-turning and spiritual appearances are worthy of more 
attention than the public are disposed to give, yet we are so 
far from being impressed by the evidence he has brought for 
ward, that wo acquit the spirits of mortals of performing any 
of the nonsensical acts with which they are accredited.”— 
Horning Advertiser.

“ The unprejudiced and dispassionate temper in whieh 
Mr. Harrison seems to have approiichod the question, emi
nently fitted him to test the authenticity and the value of the 
phenomena he undertakes to chronicle, and after a careful 
perusal of his little booklet, we are bound to acknowledge that 
the statement in his preface is fairly sustained. He noitlier 
theorises nor dogmatises, nor attempts to make converts to 
his views. He states occurrences and eveuts, or what he be
lieves did really happen, in a remarkably clear and narrative 
style, without any attempt at advocacy or argument. The 
mode in which Mr. Harrison has discharged his task is praise
worthy ; but what of the task itself? To those who are un
acquainted with the pretensions of Spiritualism, and '•hose so- 
called, aud to the majority, incredible manifestations of the 
spirit world, which are the ordinary concomitants of the 
system, the revelations contained in Spirit People will appear 
startling and antecedently impossible.”—South Wales Daily 
News

Limp cloth, red edges. Price Is. Id., post free. 
London, W.C. Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office,

Post Free. Price Five Shillings Cloth.
(With a Frontispiece.)
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diumship of Lizzie Do ten—Ode by “ Adamanta ’’—Swedenborg on 
Men and Women. By William White, author of The Life of 
Swedenborg — Resurgam. By Carolino A. Burke — Abnormal 
Spectres of Wolves, Dogs, and other Animals. By Emile, Prince 
of Wittgenstein—To you who Loved Me. By Florence Marryat— 
Desolation. By Caroline A. Burke—Truth. Given through the 
mediumship of “M.A., Oxon.”—Thy Love. By Florence Marryat 
—Haunting Spirits. By the Baroness Adelma Von Vay (Countess 
Wurmbrand)—Fashionable Grief for the Departed—The Brown 
Lady of Rainham. By Lucia C. Stone—A Vision of Doath. By 
Caroline A. Burxe—A Story of a Haunted House. By F. J. 
Theobald—Love the Truth and Peace.’’ By the Rev. C. Maurioe 
Davies, D.D.—The Ends, Alms and Uses ot Medcrn Spiritualism. 
By Louisa Lowe—De Profundis. By Anna Blackwell—Ancient 
Thought and Modern Spiritualism. By C. Carter Blake, Doc. 
Sci., Lecturer on Comparative Anatomy at Westminster Hospital 
—Die Sclnisucht. Translated by Emily Kislingbury from tire 
German of Schiller—The Relation of Spiritualism to Orthodox 
Christianity. Given through the mediumship of “M.A. Oxon.”— 
A Seance in the Sunshine. By the Rev. C. Maurice Davies, D.D. 
—“ My Saint.” By Florence Marryat—The Death-beds of Spirit
ualists. By Epcs Sargent—The Touch of a Vanished Hand. By 
the Rev. C. Maurice Dawes, D.D.—Death. By Caroline A. Burke 
—The Spirit Creed. Through the mediumship of “ M.A , Oxon.” 
—The Angel of Silence. By W. 11. Harrison—The Prediction. 
By Alice Worthington (EnnesfaUen)—Longfellow's Position in 
Relation to Spiritualism—Spiritual Manifestations among the

• Fakirs in India. By Dr. Maximilian Perty, Professor of Natura 
Philosophy, Berne; translated from Psychic Studies (Leipzig) by 
Emily Kislingbury—The Poetry of Science. By W. H. Harrison— 
Meditation and the Voice of Conscience. By Alex. Calder— 
Dirge. By Mrs. Eric Baker—Epigrams. By Gerald Massey- 
Some of the Difficulties of the Clergy in Relation to Spiritualism, 
By Lisette Makdougall Gregory—Immortality. By Alfred Busse 
Wallace, F R.G. S.—A Child’s Prayer, By Gerald Massey.

London, W.C. Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.
NEATLY PRINTED LEAFLETS

Containing Instructions
HOW TO FORM SPIRIT CIRCLES AT HOME, 

With no Spiritualist or Professional Medium present, may be 
obtained at The Spiritualist Newspaper Brunch Office, price 
300 for Sixpence, post free, or 500for Niuepence, post free. 

These leaflets are specially suitable
FOR DISTRIBUTION AT PUBLIC MliETINOS, 

And in localities where mediums and spirit circles are not 
numerous.

The Spiritualist says:—“ Contention about Spiritualism and 
mediums should be avoided, and action substituted. The real 
strength of Spiritualism lies far more iu its facts than in 
clamouring about them; the facts, therefore, should be multi
plied by the wholesale dissemination of printed Information 
how to form circles in the homes of private families. A pro
portion of those who receive the information will try experi
ments, and those who obtain the phenomena in tlicir own 
homes will at once irrevocably recognise as impostors or dis
reputably unsafe guides, those newspapers and individuals 
who state authoritatively that the facts are not true. If every 
Spiritualist makes it binding upon himself to “ drop about ” or 
distribute five hundred of the leaflets, containing instructions 
how to form spirit circles at home, the whole nation will ba 
deluged with useful information, and such a number of 
mediums will spring up in private families, as to rapidly in
crease the knowledge of truths calculated to benefit in the 
highest degree this materialistic, consequently irreligious age.'



17 the spiritualist, Aug. 23, 1878.

j^ NEW ERA.

HOW TO PREVENT DISEASE AND PRE- 
_ MATURE DEATH _BY NATURAL MEANS._____

L~ORD BEACONSFIELD justly stated the other 
day that “ tlie health of the people is really the foundation 

epon which all their happiness and power as a State depend.” 
For the most practical mode of preventing desease and premature 
death see a large Illustrated Sheet given with each bottle of 
ENO’S FRUIT SALT. ■ The Information is invaluable. As a 
HEAUTH-GIVING, REFRESHING, COOLING, aed INVIGO
RATING BEVERAGE, or as a gentle ‘laxative and tonic in -the 
various forms of indigestion, use ENO’S FRUIT SALT (prepared 
from sound ripe fruit). It is the best preventive and cure for 
Biliousness, Sick -Headache, Skin Eruptions, Impure Blood, 
Pimples on the Face, Giddiness, Fevers, Feverishness, Feverish 
Colds, Mental Depression, Want of Appetite, Sourness of the 
Stomach, Constipation, Vomiting, Thirst, &c., and to remove the 
effects of errors of eating and drinking.

ENO’S FRUIT SALT.—“ Amongst the many 
and varied medicinal discoveries of the nineteenth century 

none, perhaps, has advanced so rapidly into public notice 
as ENO'S FRUIT SALT. Comparatively unknown
some year or so ago, this preparation, which is made 
from ripe sound fruit, is now met with in every quarter 
of the globe. The great merit which is claimed for it is 
that it keeps the blood pure and the system perfectly 
clear, and thus takes away the groundwork of mala
rious diseases so common to towns and districts which 
are ill-drained. There is little doubt but that the time 
will eventually come when fevers and diseases resulting 
from poisoned blood will be considered as offences 
against the well-being of communities at large; but we 
will, in all probability, be some while yet before it 
shall have arrived at such a pitch of sanitary perfection. 
Meanwhile, we caeeot withhold a welcome to any 
specific which may prove a means of preserving or restor
ing health. The simpler the better, so long only as it is 
effectual. ENO’S FRUIT SALT has been found an 
excellent corrective to the digestive organs, and in the 
colonies, in India, and in South America, has a largely 
increasing sale. It is better by far than “ nips,” aed 
amongst tlie Good Templars—a numerous community all 
over the world—it is recognised not only as "a refreshing 
hut also as a stimulating (Hnlk.,’—E‘uropean Maii, Nov. 1, 
1377. ____________________________________

WHAT EVERYBODY WANTS TO 
KNOW.

PNO’S FRUIT SALT.—A Gentleman writes :— 
fill “Since I have used ENO’S FRUIT SALT night and 

morning, my headaches, Sc., have left me, and this after 
suffering for above twenty years. You should make this 
fact well known.”

FUNO’S FRUIT SALT. — A Lady writes : —
L “Everything, medicine or food, ceased to act properly for 

at least three months before I commenced taking It; the 
little food I could take generally punished me or returned. 
My life was one of great suffering, so that I must have 
succumbed before long.”

WHAT EVERY TRAVELLING TRUNK AND HOUSEHOLD 
IN THE WORLD OUGHT TO CO^TAIN—A BOTTLE OF 

ENO’S FRUIT SALT,
AS A’

GENERAL LAXATIVE AND TONIC 
IN THE VARIOUS FORMS OF INDIGESTION.

GUARANTEED TO BE PREPARED FROM SOUND RIPE 
FRUIT.

Tlic Fruit Salt Is oec of Nature’s own products. It contains all 
the valuable salieg constituents of Ripe Fruit in a portable, 
agreeable, and simple form, and is in every rcspcct as harmless 
as the ju'ccs of fruits from which it is obtained.

In Pimples and Blotches on the Face, Sallowncss of the Sk'n, 
and Depression of Spirits, it is most useful, for - not tlic least of its 
recommendations is its resemblance to fruit in the natural way 
In which it relieves the svstcin of cffctc or poisonous matter, 
which, if retained, poisons the blood; aed its advantages over 
fruit is that it can be always at hand when required. Its 
preparation has been truly styled one of the triumphs of modern 
Chemistry. In hot or foreign climates it is invaluable. It allays 
nervous excitement, and restores the nervous system to its 
proper condition (by natural means). In the Nursery it is beyond 
praise.  .

ENO’S FRUIT SALT
s particularly valuable. No traveller should leave home without 

a supply, for by its use the most dangerous forms of Fevers, 
Blood Poisons, &c., are Prevented and Cured. It is, in truth, a 
Family Medicine Chest in the simplest yet most potent torm. 
Instead of being lowering to the system, this preparation is, in 
the highest degree, invigorating. Its effect in relieving thirst, 
giving tone to the system, and aiding digestion is most striking.

ENO’S FRUIT SALT (one of Nature’s own 
products) keeps the blood pure, and is thus ot itself one of 
the most valuable means of keeping the bicod free from 
fevers and blood poisons, liver complaints, &c., ever 
discovered. As a means of preserving and restoring 
health, it is unequalled; and it is, moreover, a pleasant, 
refreshing and invigorating beverage. After a patient 
and careful observation of its effects when used, I have 
no hesitation in stating that if. its - great value in keeping 
the body healthy were Universally known, not, a ‘ house-* * 
hold in the land wouldJe^wiihout it, nor a single! 
travelling trunk or portmanteau but would ‘ contain' it.— ' 

., J. C. Eno. r’V ‘ '

' -i ■ ~
Pflntcd-ytnr .the Proprietor by Beveridge & Co., at the
*HPlyornoPflnt'ng Works, Fullwood’u Rents, High Holtom 

' ?in%■itho■■ Parish of St. Andrew-above-Baa-and St George 
the rMartyr, .London, and published by E. W Allen, Ave

o■flllflcaU.'altn, London, E.C,

1 ENO’S FRUIT SALT.——“I am very much ploased '.
2J with your FRUIT SALT.' "I have fully proved 'its. greats 

efficacy by its having entirely cured me of indigestion.”—
T. Wood,JjUr Tudor-roadd C anterbury.

UVORTHIY OF- NOTICE.—PALPITATION OF/ V V THE HEART, caused by Liver ‘Derangement and Indiges
tion. frequently called (or mistaken for) Heart Disease ;—t 
“Oil April HI purchased a bottle otyour FRUIT' SALT,' - 

not feeling very well at the time, and it had ae effeet'that 
1 eever anticipated when I bought it. I had suffered more 

, . orlcss, since the year 1841, from palpitation of tire- heart,,.
' -uutvery Gddly duiengheelatteew yarrs. Thctasst'tnlg'g'

• jL would produce it during the day, aed at n^gfit" my sleep 
' was -very much disturbed. Strange to say, after the nr'st- ‘ 

dose’of FRUIT SALT, tlie dangerous, annoying,:bind: 
tfuly‘■disagrccablc symptoms of palpitation suddenly 
eeased, and - have not since returned. Outof gratitudeT'or*  

„ tin- benffit’.wti^ch I have eeceived -1 have eecommendedit.
to all my friends, both ie London and Yarmouth. At tlie ‘ 

; w same time; I feel it a duty to state the above facss" of 
' which -you can make whatever use you please — I im,, 
'dear sir,-yours respectfully, “ W. B. Beckett.”

Aug. 30;U877.—io', York-square, Commercial-road, London, E.

CAUTION., —Examine each Bottle and see the 
Capsule 'iS'iiiarkeit - “ ENO’S FRUIT SALT." Without it 

you have been - irdpdsfcd on-by 'a worthless "imitation';. TRADE 
JlARK—ENO’S FRUiIiSALT.-FrUIT SALmE£OlRFRUIT,--POWDER.

Sold by all - Cliqmisfts. -j. Price 2s. . 9d.jand,4s. 6C. i

Sole Agent <or Fara—PHIARMACIE'DE BERAiA’M, RUE DE

Just Published,
Price Seven Shillings and Sixpence, post free, Crown 8vo, richly gilt,

' THE LAZY LAYS
AND -PROSE IMAGININGS,

LY WILLIAM II. HARRISON.

An Elegant and Amusing Gift-Book of Poetical and Prose 
Writings, Grave aed Gay.

The gilt device on the cover designed by Florence Claxton and the 
. Author.

: Contents.
Part 1.—Miscellaneous Poems aind Prose Writings.

1. The Lay of the Lizy Author.— The Song of the Newspaper 
Editor.—. The Soeg of tlie Pawnbroker.—! The Castle.—5. The 
Lay of the Fat Man—6. The Poetry ‘ of Science.—7. How Iladji 
A1 Sliaeabac was Photographed. (A letter from Hadji A Shacabac. 
a gentleman W'ho visited London on business connected with a 
Turkish Loan, to Ali Mestapha Bee Buckram, Chief of the Col
lege of Howling Dervishes at Constantinople-)—8, The Lay of the 
Broad-Brimmed Hat.—9. St. Bride’s Bay—lO. The Lay of the 
Market Gardener.—11. “Fast Falls tlie Eventide.”—12 Our Raven. 
—13. Materialistic Religion.—13. ’The Lay of the Photographer.— 
14. How to Double the Utility of the Printing ^^i^^^s.—15. The 
Soeg of tlie Motherin-Law.—16. Wirbel-bwegung.—Vl. “Poor Old 
Joe!”—18. The Human llive.—10. The Lay of the Mace-Bearers.— 
20. A Love Song.—21. A Vision.—22. “Uudertlie Limes.”—23. The 
Angel of Silence.

i^art 2—The Wobblejaw Ballads, by Anthony IVobble^^aws.
24. The Public Analyst.—25. General Grant’s Reception at Folke- 

stone.—26. The Rifle Corps.—27. Tony’s Lament.—28. The July 
Bug.—29. The Converted Carman.

Opinions of the Press.
From The Mo^'ning Post.

The Morning Post, which strongly recommends the book in a 
review nearly a column long, says “ Comic literature which 
honestly deserves the epithet seems to be rapidly becoming a 
thing ofthe past; consequently any writer who, like Mr. Harrison, 
exhibits a genuine vein of humour, deserves tlie praise of all who 
are not too stupid to enj oy an innocent laugh. Not that his muse 
restricts herself only to sucli lighter utterances ; on the contrary, 
some of h's poems touch on the deepest and most sacred feelings 
of our common humanity. . . . The unfortunate Hadji’s narrative 
of his adventures amongst the magicians of Whitechapel is quite 
one of the funniest things that has been published for years. . .. 
Tlie book contains quite enough to ensure it a welcome from 
which its tasteful appearance will not detract.” The Morning 
Post says of The Wobblejaw BdHads:—“Ho one can help laughing 
at them,” and it says that the rhymes are pitched in “ something 

.like the same key” as The Bon Ballads or The Biglow
Papers, “'with an appreciably successful result.”

From The Court journal.
“All are of marked abi'lty... . Occasionally we fled verse of 

great beauty, showing that the author possesses the pure poetic 
gift.’’

| From The Graphic.
“ Those who can appreciate genuine, unforced humour should 

not fail to read The Lazy Lays and Prose Imaginings. Written, 
printed, published and reviewed by William H. Harrison (38, Great 
Russell-street). Both the verses and the short essays are really 
funny, and in some of the latter there is a vein of genial satire 
which adds -piquancy to the fun. The Lay of the Newspaper Editor 
is capital, if rather severe, and so is The Lay of the Mac^l^oa^^^; 
but oee of the most laughable bits is tlie Turk’s account of how he 
went to be photographed.”

From Public Opinion.
“A volume of remarkably good verse.... Some of the metrical 

legends remind us of the wild chants that used to be sung at the 
meetings of the Cannibal Club, some ten or fifteen years ago. Mr. 
Harrison, however, knows where to plant liis fun, and an accu
rate scientific mied like h's can make jokes with success., . . To 
all who wish to read a pleasant volume magnificently got up as a 
gift-book, we commend The Lazy Lays." .

From The Bookseller,
“An odd but most entertaining assortment of quaint and 

humorous fancies, some in verse aed others in prose, and all 
written with a fluent and not ungraceful pen. The vein of 
humour which permeates them is genuine, rich, aed original, and 
not at all ill-natured.” ■

From Nature.
“ Scientific men and matters arc in one or two cases alluded to, 

and the imprint bears that the work is published ‘a.d. 1877 
(popular chrono]ogyl; a.m. 5877 (Uorqucmada) ; a.v. 50,800,077 
(Huxley).’ We believe that our readers may derive a little 
amusement from a perusal of the volume.”

From The British Jo'^urnal of Photography.
“ The Lazy Lays include many admirable pieces, some of which 

arc in verse and others in prose, some scientific, others social, but 
all of them 1x0110^. ... The Lazy Lays will malee excellent aed 
amusing reading for an occasional spare lialf-houu,. ,. They con
tain nothing unrefined or in bad taste.”

From TheDublln U^.iv^i's^i:y Magazine,
“ How Hadji A1 Shacabac, ae amiable Turk, was photographed, 

is well done..., Bound in a cover of somewhat powerful design.”
From The Photographic News.

“Mr. W. II. Harrison, a gentleman whose name is familiar in 
connection with photographic aed other scientific literature, has 
considerable facility of versification, aed deals, in pleasant aed 
humorous mood, with many scientific follies which arc better 
laughed down than gravely disputed.”

From The Scotsman.
“Ie Mr. W. II. Harrison’s- - Lazy, Lays and Prose- Imaginings 1 

thcrt is a good deal of bro’ad humour and Satiric power, witha due
1 fo^d^tidn’of-solid sense'.” - * —■•< « ;

-■ ’ ' i FMmThe.BradterdDaily Cirwifylji.'' . , - ’ -l- '’
“ Good poetical diction is displayed. Mr.- -Harrison-has - produccdl I 

( a' most" welcome-bock.’U; -‘-IIow.-U-Iadji-.al SliatabaC''was--PiiOto- j 
1 graphed,’- Will bt sure, to make every reader roar with' laughter."

j
i
i

” >
." -. t, ~.y,, f <-.V •'vWw'l »■ . — H . »..i. • '

| . From.The.Dundee Daily. Advertiser,. ,
“With such a frcc,and . casy:authb*  itTs natUraliy (<3b& ekpect^d 

tlii't-hfc sUbje'ectsjliou1il,b,aT - someU'race oftthis*  peciillarridiosyn-- 
crasy,' and --indeedtliCy-a're dSfreeYAiid'ca’sy as hiuiself.i. . . -Thci 
poems are Sil characterised byfsinootlihe§s hiitl •rlhythi'ni8arswiii|f.' 
. JSThe-wdrlfis. very -elabbrately bdUhd-iifcioth^and. gilt;. . , A, 
gdfgc'ous;desigiruponHhecctf%rn.-.; It*  our’-^-iaTicU-s wish to ee-r ‘ 
c^mag£Tazinec'sStheylmyel,a^mosO'''ddfeTvlnf' object -in a very

. clever .-and versatile member tlie ordrr.’d—' J '
. u »>. - k » W t- 1 l. A' ■ ■ ' * «

' .*From The Liverpool Daily. Qourier.; - r .'•■•—;. ,
, ‘'“.In- hY*haricdbmee.ybsUriclJand:.  gnffii^Og,^(afdedi Lazy 'Lays, Mr*  

. Wil^ia^ri^*̂T.* ,'H,'£^;?ison.pfbym^sva'.gifil^^l3o^^ki el cgant 1n its*-  appear- “ 
anee and entcrr'tfiriingdndritpicyhtcittSt TltS Author "is imbued'

„with -the tiUlc'8ffft'o^hutfiOUr?' - ahT'amuses'dll whilc.,,of'criding 
,»none.”' ' * ..
— « r^. JQoThhefWsstfn■Daily^Press. (Bristol).*" J
’ “A volume from YhcvcrgatilC pel 'o? Mrt W.' H.' "Harrison, a

well-known’'conti,ibutor:td'tl'f6'EOnddif^and provincial press, and 
editorzof flbe- Spirdlualist^Ai I'Niany of jWic humorous poems re

: mind us of Vac .Ingoldjfy Legends. .The Lay of the Photographer 
The 'Lay 'ojfthe Maoeteazefs, "and' sonic of-fle \Wob^l^<aw Ballads 
would hot have been" unworthy.of Barham himself.'- ’ Some of the' 
shorterfpoems are exquisite’ and. there pervade the whole:a rci**?  - 

> gibus sentiment and poetic fcelipg- wliicli will ‘make them acccpf^'-Tt 
■ able, to most readers.” *

From the daily, Northern Whig - (Belfast). »
“ The finest thing in the book is * IIow Hadji -Al Shacabac was * 

Photographed.’ It is ae'a^dmii^t^le addition >to‘ our^eot<^t^oo cx-f 
tensive comic literatures The story is' oee- of which-extracts 

, would- not give an adequate idea; it is intensely ^^'010^8*'..  ,- 
k Those who wish to obtain"‘ a’ handsome gift-b'Odk ■'bria'n amusing 
i nature,will ^ndj^^ll^atf-they^- wantjn The Laty Lays" : . .gl 
'. .iffi. -. ' U fr . . ,■

>■

. From The Bristol Daily Post.
“ A curious collection of verses and prose essays of unoqua 

merit. . . .'Tlie serious and sentimental verses belong to the type 
of Mrs. Hcmaus’s or L E. L.’s productions.”

From The Kensington News.
It is “ after the manner of Barham, Hood, Mark Twain, or any 

of those merry souls who do quite as much good in their day and 
generation as the authors of the most serious works. The Lays 
arc always original, sometimes serious, generally comic, but 
uever vulgar.”

From The Malvern News,
“It is in itself a work of itself—original, and a cast of Its - 

author’s mind. It is a work of great power and beauty; full of 
lively imaginings and bold outspoken thoughts, abounding in 
tenderness and pathos; sparkling with wit and humour; and one 
that may be read many times over.. .The get-up of tlie book is 
very handsome.”

From The Folkestone News.
“A number of clever sketches and poems, among tlie latter 

being a series of papers entitled The Wobbbtfaw Ballads, which 
appeared in the columns of this paper a short time ago, 
and which created such a furore at the time.” [N.B.-An 
irate member of the Town Council officially called the attention of 
the Mayor and Corporation of Folkestone to the burlesques tn the 
“ Wobbltyaw Ballads," but the members assembled laughed at the 
matter, and proceeded to the next business. The Mayor said that he 
did not mind them.] ...“It contains some very choice poems 
and prose essays, isbound in cloth richly gilt, and has an original 
design of no ordinary merit on the cover.”
Obtainable, price 7s. Gl., post free, at the Branch Office of the 

Spiritualist Newspaper, London, W.C.

MESMERISM AND ITS PHENOMENA,
or

ANIMAL MAGNETISM,
By the late Wm, Gregory, M.D., F.R.S.E., Professor of 

Chemistry at Edinburgh University,

Dedicated by the Author by Permission to His Grace 
the Duke of Argyll.

The second and slightly revised and abridged edition, for 
its quality and size the cheapest large work ever published 
in this country in connection with Spiritualism.

Just published, price 5s,, or 5s. 6d. post free; or five copies 
post free for 21s. Copies may also' be had bound in half 
calf, with marbled edges, price 8s. 6d. per volume, post free.

CONTENTS.
CHAPTER I:—First Effects Produced by Mesmerism—Sensation# 

—Process for Causing Mesmeric Slttp — The Sleep or Mesmeric 
Statc—It Occurs Spontaneously in Sltcp-Walktrs—Phenomena of 
the Slctp—Dividcd Consciousness—Scuscs Affected—Insensibility to 
P’ain.

CHAPTER II —Control Exercised by the Operator over the Sub
ject in Various Ways—Striking Expression of Feelings in the Look 
and Gesturc—Effect of Music—’Uruttlfulecsr of the Sltcpcr—Various 
Degrees of Susceptibility—Slttp Caused bv Silcet Will; and at a 
Distance—Attraction Towards the Operator—Efect in the Waking 
State of Commands Given in the Slttp.

CHAPTER III ; — Sympathy — Community of Sensations; o 
Emotions — Danger of Rash Exptrimcnts—Public Exhibitions of 
Doubtful Advantage — Sympathy with the Bystanders-Thought- 
Rcading—Sourccs of Error—M^dical Intuition—Sympathetic Warn
ings—Sympathies and Antipathicr—.Existcncc of a Peculiar Force 
or Influence.

CHAPTER IV;—Direct Clairvoyance or Lucid Vision, without 
the Eytr—Viiion of Near ObjeeCs: through Opaque Bodies : at a 
Dista^ncc—SympTthy and Clairvoyance in Regard, to Absent Persons 
—Rctrovirion—Ietrovirion.

CHAPTER V :—Lucid Prcvirion—Dufation of Sleep - ctc., Pre
dicted—Prediction of Changes in the Health or State of the S^ttr^ 
Prediction of Accidents, and of Events Affecting Othem—Spoeta- 
ncous alaifvoraecc—Striking Cast of it—Spontaneous Rttrovision 
and Prevision—Peculiarities of Speech aed of Consciousness ie Mes
merised Ptrrons—U^^nrftrtnct of Senses and of Pain.

CHAPTER VI;—M^morism, Electro-Biology, Electro-Psychology 
and Hypnotism, essentially the samt—Phtnomtna of Suggestions in 
the Conscious or Waking State—Dr. Darling’s Method and its Effects 
—Mr. Lewis’s Method and its Rcsults—Uhe Impressible Stat^- 
Control Exercised by the Operator—Gazing—Mr. Braid’s Hypnotism 
—The Author’s Experience—Importance of I^ciscvcid^cc—Unc Sub
ject must be Studied.

CHAPTER VII .—Uraecc, Natural and Accidental; Mesmeric— 
Trance Produced at Wililythe Subjccts—Col. Uownscnd—Fakccrs— 
Extasis—Extatics not all Impostcrs—Lumieollr Emanations—Extasis 
oftce Predicted—M. Caliagnet's Extatics—Visioes of the S ilritual 
World.

CHAPTER VIJI: P'tlfcno-Mcsmcrirm—Progrcrr ot Phrenology— 
Effects of Touching the Head ie the Sleep—Variety in the Pheuom- 
cna—Suggestion—Syinpathy—Uhcrc are Cases in which these Act, 
and others in which they do not Act—Phcnomcea Described- -The 
Lower Animals Susceptible of Mesmerism-Fascination Among 
Animals — Instinct—Sympathy of Animals — Snail Telegraph 
Founded on Its.

CHAPTER IX:-Action of Magnets,Crystals, ctc., on the Human 
Frame—Researches of Iteichenyach—H'r Odyle is Identical with the 
Mesmeric Fluid of Mesmer, or with tlie Influence which Causes the 
Mesmeric Phenomena—Odylic or Mesmeric Light—Aurora Borealis 
Artificially Produced—Mesmerised Water—Useful Applications of 
Mesmerism—Phsysiological, Therapeutical, etc —Treatment of Insan
ity, Magic, Divination, Witchcraft, ctc., explained by Mesmerism, 
and. Traced to Natural .Causes—Apparitions — Second Sight is 
Waking a]lurVoyance—P^c'dictionr of various Kinds.
* CHAPTER'-X :—Ae Explanation of the Phenomena Attempted or 

. Suggested— Force' (Odylc) Universally Diffused, Certainly Exists,
• and’is •IPobaylr the Mcdi^ie’.of 'Sympathy and Lurid Visioe—Its 
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